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Abstract  

Sharks could be the most feared animal in the world. They could also be the most 

misrepresented. Although traumatic, human-shark interactions are incredibly rare events. Yet 

historically, mass media disproportionately portray sharks as deadly and dangerous human 

killers through melodramatic headlines, sensationalised stories and overly graphic accounts. 

 

Previous studies by McCagh et al. (2015) and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018) used media 

discourse analysis to evaluate the role of the media during human-shark interactions and the 

ensuing development of shark policies. This study used similar methods, although adaptions 

were required to fit the New Zealand context. We sought to paint a broad picture of New 

Zealand’s shark discourse through news media outlets, analysing consistencies and changes 

within the discourse over time. Public opinion directly affects marine policy decision making, 

therefore by examining shark discourse within New Zealand, we identify what the New 

Zealand public have been exposed to. Our findings may offer ways forward in improving the 

adequate but less than ideal shark policy and management strategies in place.  

 

Data collection was achieved through automated and manual analyses. A text mining software 

called Leximancer was used for the automated analysis which determined the main themes and 

concepts of the text. A manual word search was used to determine frequencies of emotive and 

prescriptive terms for the manual analysis.  

 

We analysed every shark related news media article across all available (9) different 

newspapers in New Zealand from January 1st 1989 to December 31st 2018, giving us a sample 

of 5, 191 articles. Analyses consisted of an overall analysis of all 5, 191 articles, an analysis of 

three different decade groups (1989-1998, 1999-2008 and 2009-2018), and two clusters of 

years of interest (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). The 

years of interest were selected years because these were periods of time that stood out in terms 

of being periods of higher than usual article volume. Our  study provides a first ever look into 

how news media articles have historically communicated sharks to the public over the last 30 

years.  

 

Our findings showed that from January 1st 1989 to December 31st 2018, New Zealand news 

media articles about sharks heavily focused on human-shark interaction and the risks sharks 
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pose to humans. These findings stayed consistent over time with human-shark interaction 

significantly dominating any other discourse such as shark conservation or management. The 

terms ‘attack’ and ‘white’ (shark) were commonly associated with the shark concept. There 

was no detection of discourse focusing on conservation, management or biology in any analysis 

except for the year 2013. The use of emotive terms soared following New Zealand’s last fatal 

human-shark interaction in 2013 and when sensational human-shark interactions occurred in 

Australia. Overall, Emotive terms were more frequently used that prescriptive terms in each 

analysis. 

 

Our findings suggest that the nine analysed News Media outlets ought to change their approach 

in shark discourse. We recommend an increased consistent focus on shark policy, biology or 

conservation rather than human-shark interaction. We further recommend an increase in the 

use of prescriptive terms, which should be used in place of emotive terms. Our 

recommendations would provide greater scientific accuracy within shark discourse, and help 

minimise the representation of sharks as deadly and dangerous killers. Our recommendations 

may also give rise to more comprehensive shark policy and management strategies, which are 

required in order to stabilise the global longevity of sharks. 

 

This was a two part thesis. Along with this academic thesis, three creative science-based 

popular articles were written to help articulate the environmental value of sharks.  
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“We need to respect the oceans and take care of them as if our lives depends on it. Because 

they do”. 

- Sylvia Earle. 
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1. Introduction  

The ocean provides 2.6 billion people with their primary source of protein (FAO 2000). The 

animals who call the ocean home provide 36 million people with employment and present over 

200 million people with direct and indirect income (FAO 2000; Tidwell and Allan 2015). 

Despite what the ocean offers to human kind, it perhaps remains the most overexploited and 

feared environment on Earth (FAO 2011; Peschak 2014). One animal that is especially feared 

is the shark. Sharks are critical to ocean health, and without them we would likely see the 

demise of a healthy ocean and the socioeconomic benefits in which it provides (Worm 2018). 

Sharks are both severely overexploited and unreasonably feared by humans (Peschak 2014). 

Over time the intense commercial fishing of sharks has resulted in rapid stock decline and 

collapse of some fisheries with limited recovery (Musick and Musick 2011). The value of shark 

meat, skin, liver and most of all fins has created a US $800 million global industry (Musick 

and Musick 2011). If the catastrophic global decline in sharks continues, a top-down trophic 

cascade would result, upsetting the balance of healthy ocean ecosystems including perhaps 

negative effects on coral reefs, the ocean’s most productive and diverse ecosystem (Moberg 

and Folke 1999; Myers et al 2007). Additionally, less sharks means greater impacts on fisheries 

and the socioeconomic benefits the ocean provides to humans (Worm 2018). The ocean is a 

mysterious, unnatural and hostile environment. When we enter an ocean, we can’t breathe, our 

senses are impaired and we are extremely vulnerable. We are slow, have no agility, no defences 

or weapons and have nowhere to hide. On the other hand, sharks have lived in the oceans for 

400 million years and have evolved to become the perfect ocean predator designed to hunt and 

kill the likes of fish, turtles, seals, dolphins and whales (Peschalk 2014; Marchalonis et al. 

1998; Spiegel 2000). Interestingly, studies have shown that humans are not born with a fear of 

sharks or any other predator, but fear of predators is easily and quickly learnt from observing 

emotional displays from people, exposure to our immediate surroundings and anxieties that are 

imbedded in our evolutionary history (Peschak 2014; Meeuwig and Ferreira 2014).  

 

Human-shark interactions are incredibly rare events with potentially fatal consequences. They 

captivate people and draw emotional interest which has lead people to admire, but mostly fear 

sharks. The media around the globe has done an outstanding job of conditioning people to fear 

sharks by portraying them in a negative and sensationalised manner (Bornatowski et al. 2019; 

Neff 2015; O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). From Jaws to Shark Week to the news media, sharks 

are predominantly portrayed as vicious human-eating killers with the focus being put on the 
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danger sharks pose to humans (Evans 2015; Neff 2015; O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). The 

dominance of human-shark interaction in the media is surprising due to the vital importance 

sharks have on ocean health combined with the fact that many shark species are in danger of 

extinction (Peschak 2014). The 1975 Steven Spielberg film Jaws is widely regarded as having 

led the way in sensationalising human-shark interaction, and installed fear into the public 

worldwide with its fictional and inaccurate accounts of sharks intentionally stalking and killing 

people (Neff 2015). It is important to note that when the term ‘public’ is used throughout the 

remainder of this thesis, we are not referring to the public as one homogenous mass group. We 

acknowledge the existence of the many and varied groups within the population who hold their 

personal opinions (Burns and Medvecky 2018). We know that human-shark interactions are 

extremely rare events, and people’s risk perception has been heightened due human-shark 

interaction dominating the media rather than shark conservation or biology (Bornatowski 

2019).  We also know that public opinion directly affects policy and management (Friedrich et 

al. 2014; McCagh et al 2015; Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 2018). In a world where shark 

populations are in grave danger, the opinions of the public toward sharks matter, as 

conservation focused opinions rather fear laden ones could lead to more comprehensive and 

appropriate shark policy and management strategies worldwide (Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 

2018; Heupel and Simpfendorfer 2010). Recent studies have recorded signs of improvement. 

In Australia,  Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018) and Neff and Wynter (2019) acknowledged 

that a ‘save the sharks’ movement was apparent through the news media output and public 

opinion. It is now firmly established in science that sharks are in rapid decline with many 

species facing extinction. A healthy ocean needs sharks to function. Humans need sharks in 

order to reap the many benefits of the ocean. We must act in unison to provide sharks with the 

urgent help they need. The media may have been responsible for inducing and moulding fear 

of sharks into the public, and now it needs to be responsible for enforcing shark conservation 

measures around the world (Peshak 2014). 

 

This thesis explores the relationship between the news media discourse and sharks in New 

Zealand. The aim of this study is to give an overview of the shark discourse in New Zealand’s 

news media over time, highlighting any changes in the direction of discourse. Media discourse 

analysis on sharks is relatively new, and has never been done before in New Zealand, 

underlining the need for a broad picture. Understanding the historical direction of shark 

discourse in New Zealand’s news media will identify if any changes must be made in order for 

sharks to be represented with greater scientific accuracy. With public opinion directly affecting 
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policy decisions, this may give rise to more ideal shark policy and management implementation 

in New Zealand. This study was inspired by the previous works of McCagh et al (2015) and 

Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018), who both did media discourse analysis surrounding 

sharks in Australia. While similarities are present in this study’s methodology, it was adapted 

to fit the New Zealand context. New Zealand is one of 18 major shark fishing countries, and is 

ranked in fifth in the world for total human-shark interactions from 1960 to 2015, highlighting 

the importance of analysing the relationship between sharks, the news media and the public in 

this country (Midway et al. 2019). 

 

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 is a literature review. Here we broadly 

review the relevant literature surrounding shark policy and management and the relationship 

between sharks, the mass media and the public. Chapter 3 reviews the history of shark policy 

within New Zealand, along with a summary of human-shark interactions occurring in New 

Zealand waters. A detailed description of the methods is found in Chapter 4. The key findings 

of this study are displayed in Chapter 5. Finally, the key findings are discussed in depth in 

Chapter 6.  

 

This thesis has two parts, an academic part and a creative output, both of which deal directly 

with the sharks in the news media landscape. 

 

1.1 Academic component  
 

The academic component will explore the ways in which news media articles have reported on 

sharks in New Zealand from January 1st 1989 until December 31st 2018. The 30-year period of 

analysis was determined by Factiva’s (an article database) ability to produce consistent results 

suitable for this study. Media discourse analysis was used to analyse 5, 191 articles from nine 

different news media article outlets via Leximancer, an automated text mining software. Our 

study included an overall analysis of all articles collectively, an analysis of articles in three 

different decade groups (1989 to 1998), 1999 to 2008, and 2009 to 2018), and an analysis of 

two clusters of individually selected years of interest which stood out in terms of having a 

higher article volume than usual (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 

2013). Media discourse analysis on sharks has never been done before in New Zealand. Our 

findings will shed light on how sharks are historically reported by the news media and 

subsequently identify what the public are exposed to. This is of great importance, as sharks are 
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in global decline and public opinion directly affects policy implementation. Our findings will 

further highlight any changes the New Zealand news media must make to achieve a more 

conservational or behavioural focused attitude and to create harmonious co-existing 

relationship between humans and sharks.  

 

1.2 Creative component  
 

A vital part of science communication is developing methods to deliver science in an 

informative, educational and enthusiastic manner in which non-experts would appreciate and 

understand. Narratives are an underrated power which can strengthen and develop a piece of 

science writing as well as build appeal and connection to the audience. In my creative 

component I communicate an important scientific message while utilising the tools of science 

communication. We know how vitally important sharks are to our oceans, and we know they 

are in rapid decline with many species vulnerable to extinction. My creative component will 

consist of three short form science articles. The first explores the scenario of an ocean with in 

which sharks have disappeared with hopes that readers will walk away not with a fear of sharks, 

but with a fear of losing sharks from our oceans. The second article is an opinion piece, where  

I give my viewpoint and share insight on shark related media and peoples unjustified fear 

towards sharks. The third article is an educational travel piece. Here, I provide details of my 

time spent in Fiji where I investigated Fiji’s unique relationship with sharks. In the third piece, 

the photographs of sharks were captured by the author and inserted to improve the readers 

experience. These articles are currently in the process of being submitted for publication.  
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2. Literature review  

 

2.1 Sharks and the environment 
 

2.1.1 Sharks  

 

Sharks are marine fishes that belong in the class Chondrichthyes. All chondrichthyans are 

unique due to the fact that their skeletons are primarily made up of cartilage, which acts as a 

softer, more flexible substitute to boney skeletons (Compagno 1984; de Siqueira et al. 2019). 

Sharks are predominantly predatory animals, with a small number of planktonic feeding 

species. An additional feature unique to sharks is the number of gill slits they may have. Sharks 

have five to seven pairs of gill slits, whereas boney fishes have only one pair. It is estimated 

that sharks, and other cartilaginous fishes evolved in our oceans approximately 400 million 

years ago (Spiegel 2000). During the course of their long evolutionary history, sharks have 

speciated, diversified, and evolved into fine-tuned ocean predators situated on top of the marine 

food chain (Marchalonis et al. 1998). Sharks have slow K-selected reproductive cycles with 

gestation periods taking 9 to 12 months on average (Peschak 2014). Sharks can be viviparous 

or oviparous, with typically small numbers of offspring being produced (Peschak 2014). 

Currently, there are approximately 1,200 species of sharks, however, it is now important to 

note that this number includes rays and skates who also regularly fall under the term ‘shark’. 

Referring only to ‘conventional’ sharks, there are approximately 400 species (Compagno 

1984). Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the term ‘shark’ will be referring to 

conventional sharks unless otherwise acknowledged.  

In New Zealand, approximately 70 species of sharks, rays and skates are known to inhabit the 

waters. It is estimated that 20 sharks and rays are endemic to New Zealand (Hutching 2006).  

Most pose no threat to humans, although there are several notable species which could be 

considered a danger to humans. Great white sharks, mako sharks, bronze whalers, blue sharks 

and sevengill sharks pose the greatest risk to humans across New Zealand’s oceans (Hutching 

2006).  

 

2.1.2 Environmental role of sharks  

 

The environmental role of sharks varies between different species’ habitat and dietary 

preferences (Heupel et al. 2014). The most commonly recognised environmental role of sharks 

in the marine environment is their position on top of the marine food web as apex predators. 
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Not all sharks are apex predators, in fact many shark species are considered to be 

mesoconsumers or mid-trophic level predators (Heupel et al. 2014; Frisch et al. 2016). 

Nonetheless, apex predatory sharks are crucial in ecosystem function and productivity. Apex 

predators occupy the highest trophic level in a habitat and can directly and indirectly alter the 

function and structure of surrounding marine ecosystems (Roff et al. 2016). As well as 

regulating species abundance, sharks can influence spatial distribution and behavior of various 

prey species through fear of being predated on (Frid et al. 2008). Regardless of their trophic 

status, the global shark population is in rapid decline due to the combination of severe fishing 

pressure, exploitation by humans and slow reproductive cycles (Frisch 2016). The loss of apex 

predators in a marine environment can result in top-down trophic cascades as the 

mesoconsumer population increases under less predation (Myers et al 2007). For example, 

Myers et al (2007), conducted a study over the coastlines of the eastern United States. Over the 

last 35 years, the abundance of 11 apex predatory shark species declined due to fishing induced 

impacts. The 11 great shark species (shark species over 2m in length) preyed regularly on 14 

other species consisting of smaller sharks, rays and skates. Out of the 14 prey species, 12 have 

increased in population size in line with the decline of the great sharks. The predation of 

scallops by the cownose ray, a great shark prey species, was amplified as the population 

increased. A scallop fishery which had been running for over 100 years was forced to close. 

The role of large predators such as sharks on coral reef ecosystems is not clear, yet it is 

imperative we find out. Coral reefs remain one of the world’s most biologically diverse and 

productive ecosystems, and supply vast numbers of human beings with food, incomes and 

coastal protection (Moberg and Folke 1999). There is evidence to suggest that the function and 

structure of many coral reef ecosystems are superior to those without the presence of shark 

interaction (Robbins et al. 2006; Ruppert et al. 2013; Sandin et al. 2008). Herbivores are critical 

to coral reef ecosystem health, as they feed on algae in and around corals giving them more 

room to flourish and increase in size (Bellwood et al. 2004). As the presence of sharks declines 

in some coral reel ecosystems, other mesopredators become significantly more abundant 

resulting in the predator-prey interactions between mesopredators and herbivorous fishes 

becoming intensified, harming the functioning and structure of coral reel ecosystems (Ruppert 

et al. 2013; Sandin et al. 2008). Kingman reef is widely considered the most pristine and intact 

in the world. Here, sharks dominate and make up the vast majority of predators that are present 

around Kingman reef. Harmful algae which compete for space with coral are virtually absent 

(Peschak 2014). Although this interaction has been investigated, as it can be difficult to 

determine due to the complexity and diversity of coral reef ecosystems. The importance of 
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sharks to coral reefs may in fact be reef dependent, as there are studies which counter this 

interaction (Peschak 2014) If this interaction is indeed occurring, the decline of sharks will be 

highly damaging to coral reefs. Given the great importance of sharks to the oceans, the 

management and conservation of sharks is a high priority. Although there is supporting 

evidence on the importance of healthy shark populations to the economies of many countries, 

human involvement within the ocean’s ecosystems has made the true economic details difficult 

to assess with certainty (Gilman et al. 2008).  

 

2.2 Sharks in marine policy, management and conservation 
 

With the current decline in status of global shark populations, it is no secret that management 

and conservation of sharks needs global improvement and acceleration. However, due to 

different social, economic, ecological and political agendas, the management of sharks varies 

from nation to nation (Baker and Schluessel 2005). Further, the idea of an effective global 

shark fishery management system is unrealistic, and each country must take on the challenge 

of recognising and prioritising the implementation of necessary management techniques 

(Baker and Schluessel 2005).  A major problem with global shark management is the difference 

between developed and developing countries. Most developed countries are employing 

appropriate shark management systems, while developing countries having little to none in 

place despite more than two thirds of Chondrichthyan landings occurring in developing 

countries (FAO 2002; Pons et al. 2018). The term ‘landing’, when discussing marine fisheries 

relates to the amount of fish harvested at sea, and eventually transferred onto land. Factors 

driving this trend include public support and engagement, socio-economic status, lack of 

expertise and local culture (Acuña-Marrero et al 2018; Baker and Schluessel 2005; Spiegel 

2000). Shark finning is the leading cause of shark death globally, making management of shark 

finning imperative (Clarke et al. 2007). The high demand for shark fin soup in parts of Asia, 

Europe and South America has resulted in intense fishing of sharks to harvest their fins. Once 

the finning process is complete, one kilogram of fins can hold a value of USD $700, with less 

than 5 % of the shark being used (Peschak 2014). The yearly market value of the shark fin trade 

is US $400 million, with people paying upwards of US $300 for a single bowl of premium 

shark fin soup (Peschak 2014). Worm et al. (2013) estimated that 900,000 tons of sharks were 

killed for their fins in the year 2000, with their bodies being tossed back into the ocean where 

they are left to drown, starve or be eaten by other animals. In Hong Kong, 10 million kilograms 

of shark fins are imported annually (Peschak 2014). Furthermore, shark fishing vessels are now 
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entering locations where shark sanctuaries exist to illegally harvest fins. The high abundance 

of sharks within the sanctuaries proves bountiful to the shark fishers, and highly damaging to 

the sharks and the sanctuaries in which they live (Peschak 2014). In some countries, the $400 

million shark fin enterprise is associated with mafias, bribes and armed guards creating a 

criminal and corrupt system in which any conservation enforced policy is ignored (Peschak 

2014). Many countries have established regulations and bans around shark finning, although 

these are mainly in developed countries. Many of the regulations established do indeed only 

restrict finning and do not prohibit it as such (Shiffman and Hammerschlag 2016). Shark 

finning is still rampant worldwide, with many major shark-fishing nations having minimal 

management strategies established (Spiegel 2000). The United Nations Food and Agriculture 

Committee on Fisheries created an international plan of action (IPOA) for sharks in 1999. This 

IPOA for sharks contained suggestions, guidelines and 10 goals that shark fishing nations 

should adopt and implement into their national plan of action for sharks (NPOA). It was 

recommended that all major fishing nations have completed a draft of their national plan of 

action by 2001. However, in 2012 only 18 of the 26 major fishing nations had established a 

NPOA (FAO 2012). Having said this, progress has been made. For example, Indonesia has 

increased their reported landings in the past 10 years and expanded in taxonomy knowledge 

(Lack and Sant 2011). Further, several African nations have developed NPOA for sharks which 

has led efforts such as increased knowledge of shark fisheries, improved conservation and 

increased landing surveys (Dulvey et al. 2014). Further, to combat illegal, unregulated and 

unreported (IUU) shark fishing, all but 5 major shark fishing countries have implemented an 

NPOA IUU (FAO 2012). Baker and Schluessel (2005) suggest four key components to 

improving shark management strategies. These are: International collaboration/coordination: 

Improving participation in management: Developing scientific understanding of shark 

resources: and regulation of fishing intensity and reducing bycatch. It is evident that many 

shark fishing nations are making conscious efforts to improve shark management, yet this is 

undermined by the many nations making minimal efforts.  

 

2.2.1 Sharks in marine policy, management and conservation in New Zealand 

 

Currently, New Zealand has a number of management plans in place for sharks and other 

Chondrichthyans. These management plans, currently in place to manage shark species, are the 

Fisheries Act 1996, The Wildlife Act 1953, The National Plan of Action for the Conservation 

and Management of Sharks 2013 and the Shark finning ban (MPI n.d.). Shark species which 
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are able to be fished commercially or non-commercially are managed under the Fisheries Act 

1996. The Fisheries Act 1996 aims to maintain the potential of a fishery resource while 

ensuring sustainability of the stock and mitigating any adverse effects to the environment. 

These aims are achieved by using the quota management system (QMS) (MPI n.d.). For 

commercial fisheries, QMS sets a catch limit per year for every fish stock from a particular 

area. Different fishes usually have different yearly catch limits. Once the total allowable catch 

is surpassed, the fish stock is considered to be overfished and commercial fishing may be forced 

to stop. Any bycatch of protected species or exceeding limits of bycatch for non-targeted 

species must be reported. Shark species which fall under QMS are the blue shark, mako shark, 

porbeagle shark, rig, school shark and spiny dogfish. (MPI n.d.) Also included in QMS are 

three species of chimaerids (elephant fish, pale ghost shark, dark ghost shark) and two species 

of skate (rough skate and smooth skate) (Fisheries New Zealand).  

The Wildlife Act 1953 protects five species of shark in New Zealand (MPI). It is illegal to 

actively fish these species in New Zealand waters. All commercial and non-commercial 

bycatch of these species must be reported by law. The basking shark, great white shark, oceanic 

whitetip shark, deepwater nurse shark and whale shark are the protected species. Hammherhead 

sharks and sharpnose sevengill sharks fall neither under QMS nor the protected status. They 

are listed under schedule 4 of The Fisheries Act 1996 and may not be targeted. All other shark 

species not listed under schedule 4 or QMS species are open access. The National Plan of 

Action for the Conservation and Management of Sharks 2013 aims to improve the direction of 

current management systems in place, whilst warranting the desired future of sharks through 

maintaining biodiversity, viability and sustainability of shark populations in New Zealand 

(MPI). This management plan has 22 comprehensive objectives set in place to achieve their 

goals. The 22 objectives fall under one of 6 categories; Biodiversity and ling-term viability of 

shark populations; Utilisation, waste reduction and the elimination of shark finning; Domestic 

engagement and partnerships; Non-fishing threats; International engagement; Research and 

information (MPI).  

Under the Animal Welfare Act 1953, removal of fins from a shark and discarding the live body 

back at sea is illegal. However, in 2014, a ban on landing only fins from shark species was 

introduced in an attempt to fully eradicate shark finning and disposal of carcasses (MPI). For 

all non-quota management system species, spiny dogfish and blue sharks, fishers must land all 

fins while they are attached to the body by some portion of uncut skin. In the case of blue 

sharks only, fins may be removed for processing, but upon landing the fins must be artificially 

attached to the shark. This is done by sewing or tying the fins onto the body. For the seven 
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remaining QMS species mentioned earlier, their fins are eligible to be landed separate to the 

body under the gazette fin to greenweight ratio. This ratio requires that total weight of fins 

landed for a fishing trip will be in accordance with the greenweight of that species of shark and 

must not weight more than a certain percentage. Greenweight to fin ratios can be found for 

each species on Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) website.  

 

2.3 Sharks and the public  
 

2.3.1 Views of sharks in history 

 

A crucial, and potentially overlooked aspect of effective shark management and conservation 

is the role of public opinion (Friedrich et al. 2014). It is no secret that sharks have gained a 

fearsome reputation for being viscous man-eating killers (O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). This 

opinion being held by not all, but many individuals is significantly impeding shark 

management and conservation efforts (O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). With public opinion and 

support being key drivers in environmental policies and conservation efforts, shifting the 

unjustified negative opinions towards sharks is vital to the global populations (Heupel and 

Simpfendorfer 2010; Friedrich et al. 2014). Age, gender, income and ethnicity may prompt 

individuals to view sharks in a particular way (O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). Alternatively, 

why an individual may hold negative views towards sharks is likely down to two key role 

players. Lack of knowledge and misunderstanding, and the media (O’Bryhim and Parsons 

2015; Neff 2015). The 1975 film ‘jaws’ installed fear into members of the public worldwide, 

while simultaneously promoting the negative reputations of sharks with fictional and 

unrealistic accounts (Neff 2015). In the early 1900’s, pre-Jaws, the general public consensus 

over many parts of the world was that sharks did not attack people and were relatively harmless 

animals (Francis 2012). However, in the United states in 1916, and Australia 1922, the first 

series of clustered human-shark interactions put doubt in people’s minds and triggered the early 

public perception of sharks as human killers, with all human-shark interactions being highly 

publicised in the news media (Francis 2012). It is fair to say that Jaws ignited, or at least 

amplified the global negativity towards sharks, and shaped public perceptions, although there 

have been claims of sharks being viewed as ‘monsters’ as early as 1500 BC – 400BC (Neff 

2015). Sharks are often similarly portrayed in the news media, with exaggerated, dramatic and 

inaccurate stories being publicised (O’Bryhim 2009). In addition, most of the news media 

coverage surrounding sharks is centered around human-shark interactions and the threats 
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sharks pose to humans, resulting in viewers being left with negative perceptions (O’Bryhim 

2009; Neff 2015). The rise of social media in the last decade has given power to even more 

shark publicity. Regardless of their viewpoints, at the click of a button people are able to share 

images and stories on shark related incidents. The problem is that viral images and stories on 

social media may not contain any truth, resulting in false interpretation and spread of incorrect 

information (Simmons and Mehmet 2018). It is clear that globally, negative public perceptions 

of sharks are harmful to the animals, and that their hostile reputation has existed for possibly 

thousands of years. However, could it be that the public’s general perception of sharks is 

starting to dwindle in the wake of pro-shark management and conservation efforts? In early 

2014 the Western Australian state government employed a method of human-shark interaction 

mitigation which consisted of setting up drumlines in order to catch and kill sharks which may 

be a danger to human safety at popular swimming beaches (Gross 2014). Despite the potential 

threat to human safety, a survey released by the Sea Life Conservation Fund found that 87% 

of respondents were opposed to this mitigation method and felt killing sharks for safety reasons 

was not the way forward (Gross 2014). In another study focusing on Western Australia, 

Simmons and Mehmet (2018) found that mesh nets as a strategy for human-shark interaction 

mitigation were highly criticised by the public, with harm to sharks and other marine animals 

being a major reason for the criticism. In a third study out of Australia, Crossley et al (2014) 

noted that the respondents did not choose which beach to visit based on which human-shark 

interaction mitigation strategies were in place. Interestingly, this suggests respondents felt the 

human-shark interaction mitigation strategies in place did not sway beach goers towards 

beaches with higher measures of mitigation. Within Australia it is certainly possible that the 

implementation of the National Plan of Action for the Conservation and management of 

Sharks, provided an increased public awareness of shark conservation and painted a more 

accurate image of human-shark interactions through education strategies (Crossley et al. 2014). 

In the United Kingdom (UK) there are a growing number of groups who share pro-shark 

conservation attitudes and do not have negative preconceptions. A common theme among these 

groups is the level of interest, knowledge and pro-environmental attitudes towards sharks 

(Friedrich et al. 2014). A critical first step in turning the public’s preconceived view of sharks 

of being vicious man-eaters is emphasising and highlighting facts surrounding shark 

conservation, management and human-shark interactions through education (O’Bryhim and 

Parsons 2015). Previous studies have found that increased individual knowledge about a 

species or environmental concern has resulted in positive changes in attitudes, as well as people 

developing more interest and attentiveness towards the respective subject (O’Bryhim and 
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Parsons 2015). However, public engagement with science and environmental awareness is 

highly variable and is a complex subject with multiple factors being a potential influence 

(O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015; Friedrich et al. 2014). More research may be needed into 

identifying any potential triggers or incentives surrounding public engagement, awareness and 

environmental behavior (Friedrich et al. 2014) 

 

2.3.2 Sharks in popular culture  

 

In popular culture, television and film are the largest public influencers surrounding sharks 

(Neff 2015). Sharks generate more entertainment income than any other animal on the planet, 

with the iconic 1975 film Jaws generating upwards of $1 billion dollars (Neff 2015). Jaws 

follows a ‘rogue’ great white shark terrorising a small town with intentional serial attacks on 

people unleashing chaos. With the popularity of the film came devastating consequences to 

shark populations around the world due to the film leaving viewers in a hysteric and fearful 

state (Francis 2012; Neff 2015). Following the release of Jaws in 1975, the perception of sharks 

as man-eating monsters became firmly established in the general public’s view and was taken 

as reality (Francis 2012; Neff 2015). The entrenchment of fear and dislike towards sharks was 

shared around the globe, resulting in intense shark hunting and fishing in many places (Francis 

2012). The number of beach goers significantly dropped as a result of anxieties of being in the 

water (Francis 2012; Neff 2015). To this day, Peter Benchley, the original writer of the novel 

Jaws, on which the film was based, acknowledges that little was known about sharks at the 

time and the book was constructed on fictional narratives of shark behavior (Francis 2012). 

Jaws did not only portray sharks as animals that intentionally hunt humans for the purpose to 

kill, but also gave a false problem-solving strategy that killing the shark(s) would stop human-

shark interactions (Neff 2015). Documentaries and similar television programs are where the 

majority of the public receive their factual information about sharks, making shark 

documentaries a key role player in how the public perceive sharks (O’Bryhim and Parsons 

2015). Discovery channel’s Shark Week is an immensely popular shark programme enticing 

up to 30 million viewers per year (Evans 2015). Shark Week dedicates a full week of 

programming into shark documentaries. Each documentary fuses education with 

entertainment, with varying themes, stories and messages. Evans (2015) points out the 

importance of Shark Week’s portrayal of sharks due to cultivation theory. Cultivation theory is 

the process of integrating what people see on television into their reality (Gerbner et al. 2002). 

Some Shark Week viewers have been left with an increased fear of sharks and believe they 
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have a higher risk of having a human-shark interaction (Evans 2015). Further, in some episodes 

of Shark Week, documentaries present the audience with non-factual accounts and false 

information. For example, one documentary of Shark Week follows a group of people on the 

hunt for the giant extinct shark, megalodon, with statements and accounts occurring in the 

documentary claiming the giant shark still exists. A study which analysed 55 episodes of Shark 

Week from 2001-2012, found that 67.3% of the episodes portrayed sharks as dangerous and 

deadly animals, with only 18.2% focusing on science-based themes (Evans 2015). In 2010 

Shark Week made a conscious effort to include more conservation and science themed 

statements, while attempting to highlight the low risk of human-shark interactions, however 

the themes and stories portraying sharks as deadly mindless animals can still be frequently 

observed (Evans 2015). With Shark Week being one of the biggest programs in television 

history, balancing audience appeal, science, entertainment and education is challenging, yet 

important to the global shark population (Evans 2015). 

 

2.3.3 Sharks in the news media  

 

The negative portrayal of sharks in the news media is a key ingredient the current global decline 

in shark populations (McCagh et al. 2015). The news media has certainly contributed towards 

the attitudes the public possess towards sharks (Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 2018). Aside 

from documentaries, the news media is the main source of shark related news and information 

(O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). In a study out of the United States (US), O’Bryhim and Parsons 

(2015), found that 19.53% of the public primarily gain their shark information from television 

news, with 6.51% and 5.33% primarily gaining shark information from newspapers and 

magazines respectively. A common theme among the literature is the fact that most news 

articles focus on the risk sharks pose to humans, and problematically, rarely focus on the risk 

humans pose to sharks (Bornatowski et al. 2019; Hathaway et al 2017; McCagh et al. 2015; 

O’Bryhim 2009). Keeping in mind that public opinion directly effects policy and marine 

conservation efforts, the news media’s portrayal of sharks is vital to global shark populations 

(Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 2018; Heupel and Simpfendorfer 2010). In another study which 

analysed the 100 most recent news media articles on sharks, lions and leopards, 65% of the 

news media articles on sharks focused on human-shark interactions or melodramatic accounts 

(Bornatowski 2019). This was significantly higher than both lions and leopards in which less 

than 5% of the news media articles focused on interactions or dramatic accounts (Bornatowski 

2019). Muter et al (2013) conducted a similar study across Australian and US newspapers from 
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2000 to 2010. Of the analysed newspaper articles, 52% focused on human-shark interactions 

only, with 11% focusing on conservation. Why the public perceive sharks in a negative light 

but not terrestrial predators for instance can possibly be linked back to 1975 with the release 

of Jaws (Bornatowski 2019). Following the film, portrayal of sharks in human-shark 

interactions, accounts, and life and death situations became more frequent in the media (Neff 

2015). Additionally, previous studies have shown that more empathy is given to animals that 

are more closely related to humans (Bornatowski 2019). And further, the marine environment 

is an unnatural and mysterious place. Humans cannot breathe and most of our senses are 

impaired (Peschak 2014). The news media’s bias towards a negative shark portrayal is evident, 

with more often than not, misleading and dramatic headlines and stories resulting in an 

increased public fear and negative attitudes towards sharks (Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 

2018; Muter et al 2013).  

The use of language in news media articles can be a pivotal factor in how the news article may 

be perceived by the public (Neff and Hueter 2013). The language used surrounding shark 

related stories in the news media has been criticized, with terms such as “shark attack’, ‘man-

eater’ and ‘rogue shark’ being commonly misused for many years (McCagh et al. 2015; Neff 

and Hueter 2013). However, with the power the news media possesses, it is possible that pro-

environmental news media stories and accounts could have an equally positive effect on public 

perception of sharks. Pepin-Neff and Wynter (2019), argue that the perception of sharks in 

Australia has changed. Understanding shark’s behavior to a greater extent, combined with 

policy preferences and political involvement has resulted in the public preferring nonlethal 

responses to human-shark interactions (Pepin-Neff and Wynter 2019). Pepin-Neff and Wynter 

state the “save the sharks” movement has arrived. In recent years shark finning has been hot 

topic in the news media, giving anti-shark finning campaigns increased public attention and 

making the public aware of the devasting effects of the shark fin trade (Gross 2014). The 

Chinese news media has even jumped onboard, publicising more conservation and anti-shark 

finning based news and stories (Gross 2014). Following the news media noise, conservation 

group WildAid has reported that the demand and love for shark fin soup in China has dropped, 

with the financial incentive of the trade also being reduced (Gross 2014). Further, recent films 

such as ‘Sharkwater’, along with nongovernmental organisations pushing the need to conserve 

sharks, have given rise to greater news media’s attention (Heupel and Simpfendorfer 2010). 

Despite the rarity, news media coverage of endangered and threatened shark species has been 

an important role player in gathering support of increasing conservation measures (Heupel and 

Simpfendorfer 2010). The current relationship between scientists and the news media is crucial 
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for the future of shark conservation and management, mainly because if the public perception 

remains negative and overrides scientific research and results, shark research will be heavily 

restricted, in addition with the scientific community being reluctant to speak to news media 

outlets (Heupel and Simpfendorfer 2010). The scientific community must continue to work 

with news media outlets surrounding shark education and research as news media coverage 

will be partly based on interaction with the scientific community (Heupel and Simpfendorfer 

2010). 

 

2.3.4 Framing 

 

Media discourse is a broad term (Tannen et al. 2015). In this paper, we refer to media 

discourse as the parameters in which reality is framed or represented in the media landscape 

(O’Keeffe 2006). When a specific topic is being discussed, media discourse uses interpretive 

packages, with each package having a specific focal point, they give meaning to an issue 

(Gamson and Modigliani 1989). Interpretive packages include metaphors, depictions, images 

and catchphrases for instance (Gamson and Modigliani 1989). Understanding the 

construction of an interpretive package, and then identifying the focal point of the 

interpretive package may provide insight into how mass media (including news media) can 

influence an audience members interpretation and opinion of a particular subject (Gamson 

and Modigliani (1989). Frames are inherently part of the news media discourse surrounding 

environmental issues and can often be the driving force for public debate and conflict 

(Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 2018; Lakoff 2010). Audiences generally use frames to 

understand environmental issues without realising they are doing so (Fraser-Baxter and 

Medvecky; 2018; McCach et al. 2015; Lakoff 2010). The insertion of fear in the media 

discourse can be an effective method to invoke emotional response, gain support or attention, 

or influence behavior, thus making discourse of fear an effective frame (McCagh et al. 2015). 

Sharks are subjected to fear ridden frames, often with emotive language used to represent and 

describe human-shark interactions (Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 2018; McCagh et al. 2015). 

Neff and Hueter (2013) state that the consistent use of terminologies such as “man-eater”, 

“jaws” and “rouge” has criminalized shark bites, as it portrays them as being intentionally 

malicious. References to the fictional film Jaws are commonly used throughout the news 

media to describe and frame human-shark interactions (Neff 2015). This has led to an 

increased interest in media discourse analysis on shark related discourse (McCagh et al 2015; 

Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky 2018).  
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3. New Zealand’s history of human-shark 

interactions and shark policy and 

management 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter will review New Zealand’s history of human-shark interactions, as well as a brief 

history of New Zealand’s policy and management regarding sharks. The importance of this 

chapter is especially important in laying the groundwork for chapter 6 where we discuss in 

detail the peaks and troughs in the shark discourse with reference to the significant shark related 

events elaborated on in this chapter. The history of human-shark interactions in New Zealand 

is rich, with the country being ranked in the top five for global shark attacks behind The United 

States (US), Australia, South Africa and Brazil (Midway et al. 2019). This gives the history 

behind human-shark interactions in New Zealand great importance to this study, as most of the 

news media in the US and Australia reacts negatively to these interactions (Bornatowski 2019; 

O’Bryhim and Parsons 2015). In this chapter all recorded human-shark interactions from ‘Te 

Ara: The Encyclopedia of New Zealand’ were broken down into regions and chronologically 

reviewed. In addition, table 1 chronologically summarises all recorded human-shark 

interactions in New Zealand. New Zealand has extensive and comprehensive regulations, 

policies and management strategies regarding shark species in not only New Zealand waters, 

but also a number of species in the high seas. This chapter will review a chronological history 

of the legislations used to protect and safeguard a number shark species in New Zealand. Given 

sharks incredible importance to ocean health, and considering New Zealand is ranked in the 

top 26 countries for shark fishing, it is of great significance to be familiar with how New 

Zealand mitigates any detrimental harm to shark species found around New Zealand waters 

(Fischer et al. 2012).  

 

 

3.2 History of Human-Shark Interactions in New Zealand 

 

There is a limited number of accessible and accurate records of human-shark interactions, with 

no formal or official reporting of human-shark interactions in New Zealand. Ultimately, this 

means no current available records can be considered absolutely accurate.  Since records began, 

‘Shark Attack Data’ had the largest number recorded accounts at 125. Whereas ‘Te Ara, The 
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Encyclopedia of New Zealand’ (Te Ara) only has recorded 51 human-shark interactions from 

when records began to 2014. No other records challenged Shark Attack Data’s number of 

recorded human-shark interactions in New Zealand. Other human-shark interaction record 

databases showed numbers similar to the Te Ara records.  A reasoning for such a disparity is 

due to Shark Attack Data recording incidents when sharks purely bump into people (NewsHub 

2018). For that reason, nearly all human-shark interactions noted in this thesis were taken from 

Te Ara, The Encyclopedia of New Zealand, whose records only account for shark bites, 

‘attacks’ or other interactions, which pose more interest in this present study. After 2014, when 

Te Ara’s records of human-shark interactions halt, other sources such as New Zealand news 

media outlets will be used to account for human-shark interactions which occurred after. Te 

Ara’s records provide the location and year of occurrence for each account. Further information 

about each recorded human-shark interaction will be attained from additional reliable sources.  

 

Southland 

Ōreti beach, located in Invercargill, has seen three separate human-shark interactions. The first 

occurred on January 27th ,1962. Norman McEwan was ‘splashing’ around in the water when a 

1.5 m shark bit his left hand. He sustained minor injuries (Shark Attack Data n.d.). The second 

incident occurred on December 31st, 1999 and was unique due to fact that three surfers were 

bitten by what is believed to be a single broadnose sevengill shark (Leask 2013). The sevengill 

shark bit the left arm of 13-year-old Jenny McDowell severing the ulna artery. Genna Hayward, 

also 13, was bitten on the hand with the third victim, Tim Wild, sustaining a bite on the left leg 

leaving six teeth wounds (Leask 2013). The third human-shark interaction at Ōreti beach 

occurred more recently in February 2010. A broadnose sevengill shark bit 14-year-old Lydia 

Ward after she apparently stepped on it. She fought the shark off with her bodyboard but still 

sustained a bite to her hip area (Leask 2013). In 2012, Sunday Cove, Fiordland, University 

student Jenny Oliver was removing a pest weed while scuba diving when a sevengill shark 

advanced on her taking several bites at her scuba gear before its jaws latched onto her head. 

Jenny’s dive buddy made the shark release its grip by punching it in the nose (Turner 2013).  

Near Stewart Island in the Foveaux Straight, 2013, Alistair Kerr was scuba diving when a 2.5 

m white shark attempted an ambush from below. The shark caught hold of the divers catch bag 

and left arm before Alistair’s fellow divers fended the shark off from the safety of a boat. 

Alistair’s left arm sustained serious injuries, severing all tendons in his left hand and 

permanently limiting arm movement (Wade 2013). In early February 2014 Darren Mills was 

surfing at Porpoise Bay in the Catlins when he was bitten three times by what was thought to 
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be a white shark or sevengill shark. He suffered severe lacerations to his leg and was 

transported to hospital in a serious condition (De reus 2014). In Garden Bay, 2014, James Grant 

was spearfishing when a sevengill shark bit his lower left leg and heel area. He attempted to 

stab the shark with his dive knife before the sevengill released him (Shark Attack Data n.d.). 

In 2017, a French tourist was bodyboarding at nearby beach Curio Bay when a sevengill shark 

appeared to surface behind her and bit her legs and lower thigh region. The tourist reportedly 

pulled the sharks jaws off her legs (Stuff 2017). 

 

Otago  

The first recorded interaction in the Otago region occurred in 1888 in Dunedin. The interaction 

was non-fatal and occurred off St Clair beach. The species responsible is unknown. Otago’s 

first fatality as a result of a human-shark interaction occurred on February 5th, 1907 off the 

coast of Moeraki, a small seaside town north of Dunedin. W.H. Hutcheson, a 55-year-old male 

was standing in the water when he suffered a severe bite to the leg. He died from his injuries 

and the species responsible is unknown (Shark Attack Data n.d.). Also lacking further records 

and information was a non-fatal incident in Oamaru, 1913. A non-fatal human-shark interaction 

was recorded at Warrington in 1914. The victim, species and additional details were not 

available. In a similar circumstance, a non-fatal interaction occurred at Long Beach, 1962. 

Again, the victim, species and additional details were not able to be acquired. February 4 th, 

1964 at approximately 6.15am 19-year-old male Leslie Francis Jordan was swimming off St 

Clair beach when a 3 to 4 m white shark bit both of Leslie’s legs with the right leg being severed 

at the knee. Leslie was brought upon shore unconscious and pronounced dead by medical 

personnel (McNeilly 2018). Three years later on March 9th, 1967 another fatal human-shark 

interaction took place in very close proximity to where Leslie Francis Jordan was bitten. 

William Black, a 21-year-old, was active in a surf lifesaving drill at 7.45pm when what is 

thought to be a white shark took William’s life. Kevin Brown, who was racing William at the 

time of the interaction recalls seeing a shark fin near William, followed by a pool of blood 

(McNeilly 2019a). Kevin was taken to shore, and rather unusually, Williams’ body was never 

found. Also in 1967, a fatality occurred as a result of a human-shark interaction at Moeraki. 

Further details about the recorded fatality were not found. 1968 saw two more human-shark 

interactions take place in Dunedin. The first resulted in a fatality and occurred at 10.15am On 

September 15th. Graham Hitt was spearfishing off the Aramoana mole with three friends when 

he first yelled for help. The three divers swam over to Graham, who was now unconscious in 

a thick cloud of blood. The estimated 4.5 m white shark reappeared in front of one of the other 
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divers, only to disappear again shortly after. It was deemed that Graham Hitt had passed away 

after suffering severe gashes in his legs along with severed arteries in his left leg (McNeilly  

2019b). The second human-shark interaction during the same year occurred on December 25th 

around 5.45pm (Shark Attack Data n.d.). Gary Barton, 17 at the time, was surfing at St Clair 

beach when a white shark knocked Gary off his surfboard by hitting the underside of his board 

beneath the surface. Gary’s surfboard was left with a giant chunk removed, along with multiple 

teeth holes. Gary escaped with minor injuries (NZ Herald 2004). On March 30th, 1971, 16-

year-old Barry Watkins was surfing at St Clair beach when a 4.2 m white shark made such an 

impact with Barry it snapped his board in half. This interaction was non-fatal, and Barry made 

it into shore only requiring stitches in his left leg. At Moeraki in 1973, an unidentified species 

of shark bit an unknown individual. No additional records or further information could be 

found. The three fatal human-shark interactions off Dunedin’s coast lines ignited fear and 

anxieties not only in Otago, but all-over New Zealand (McNeilly 2015) The fatalities resulted 

in Dunedin being the first city in New Zealand to install shark nets on popular beaches, however 

they have since been removed (McNeilly3 2019). The view that one single aggressive ‘rogue’ 

or ‘resident shark was responsible for all three fatalities was common thought throughout the 

Dunedin community, although this view was never proven, nor dismissed (McNeilly 2019c).  

 

West Coast  

In Kūmara, December 17th, 1896, E. Reynolds lost his life at the hands of a human-shark 

interaction (Shark Attack Data n.d.). Further details regarding the species involved and how it 

occurred were unable to be acquired. Further north in Fairdown, 1962, Beryl Grant was bitten 

by an unknown species for shark and sustained lacerations to her right foot.  

 

Canterbury 

In 1927 at Menzies Bay, and unknown individual was involved in a non-fatal human-shark 

interaction. Additional details were unable to be obtained. In 1963 at Lytellton Harbour, Banks 

Peninsular, Charlie Dudley’s yacht had capsized. As he was treading water, what is speculated 

to be a sevengill shark approached Charlie who suffered multiple severe wounds to his hand 

and lower leg (Shark Attack Data n.d.). More recently in Kaikoura, 2007, Olivia Hislop 

experienced a close call when an unidentified species of shark advanced on Oliva, biting her 

surfboard and cutting her leash. Oliva was unharmed (Shark Attack Data n.d.).  
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Tasman  

Surfer Laine Hobson was in the water at Snapper Point, 2011, when what is believed to be a 

bronze whaler nudged Laine before ending up out of the water on his board. His left hand 

sustained a puncture wound (Neal 2011).  

 

Wellington  

On January 22nd, 1852, John Balmer was swimming 180 m offshore in Wellington Harbour 

when a 4.5 m white shark advanced on him. A nearby boat came to his aid very soon after, 

however John’s injuries were so severe he died minutes after (McSweeny 2017). Also in 

Wellington Harbour, the year 1863, an unknown individual experienced a human-shark 

interaction. The interaction was non-fatal and further details were unable to be procured. East 

of Wellington in Palliser Bay, a male was preparing to go diving when an unknown species of 

shark advanced and attempted to bite. The man suffered lacerations to his hands only. The 

interaction took place on February 11th, 1964 (Shark Attack Data n.d.). With little detail 

available, a person unnamed on records, was involved in a non-fatal human-shark interaction 

in Wairarapa, 1990.  

 

Hawkes Bay 

On the 20th of December 1896, Napier, Bright Cooper was the victim of a fatal human-shark 

interaction. An unknown species of shark approached Bright Cooper. The shark was seen 

moments before by other beach goers who tried throwing stones at the shark. The shark was 

unphased by the stones and struck Cooper, causing serious injury. His right hand was removed 

as a result of a bite. Further, his left arm was severed at the elbow and the right side of his body 

sustained multiple lacerations (NZ Herald 2013b). Again, in Napier, this time in 2009 at 

Haumoana, Greg Sims was bitten while swimming at around 5.30 pm. He suffered puncture 

wounds to the back of his leg but was otherwise unharmed. The species most likely responsible 

according to shark scientist Clinton Duffy was a sevengill shark (NZ Herald 2009). 

 

Bay of Plenty 

Off the North Islands East Coast, a non-fatal human-shark interaction occurred at White Island. 

Occurring in 1964, additional details were unavailable. In the Bay of Plenty’s only fatal human-

shark interaction, John Leith was spearfishing with two others 150 m offshore on January 2nd, 

1976 in Te Kaha. Trevor Watkins who was in the water at the time of the fatality, heard John 

Leith scream and saw him waving his arms surrounded by a thick pool of blood. The victim 
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was loaded onto a boat as resuscitation was attempted, although unsuccessful. John was bitten 

multiple times in the groin area and the shark was unseen by the two others (Wade 2013).  

 

Coromandel  

John Till was spear fishing in 1962 at Slipper Island when an unidentified species of shark 

struck him targeting his shoulder region. He sustained shoulder injuries only (Shark Attack 

Data n.d.). In a debated human-shark interaction, Maurice Philips was bitten by a shark at 

Hauturu Island in 2009 after he fell from a kayak on a fishing trip and was forced to attempt a 

swim to shore. The uncertainty is over whether Maurice died as a result of drowning, or from 

a large bite wound on his upper thigh region. A pathologist eventually identified drowning as 

the cause of death, however, it is unknown if the shark bite occurred before or after he drowned. 

The bite wounds were consistent with a 3 m white shark (NZ Herald 2012b). Off Great Mercury 

Island in 2013, Kim Bade was spearfishing when a 3 m bronze whaler advanced on the 

spearfisherman. Kim only suffered minor injuries to his finger (Shark Attack Data n.d.).  

 

Auckland 

In Brickfeild bay, 1860, Campbells Bay, 1880 and Stanley Bay, 1920, non-fatal human-shark 

interactions occurred. For all three incidents, further information regarding species, injuries 

sustained, and activities were unable to be found. In 1928, Miranda, two women were bitten 

while bathing in the water. One woman was bitten on the leg, and the other on the arm (Shark 

Attack Data n.d.). In 1960 Laurie Ross was spearfishing off Mangawhai when three bronze 

whalers approached him and his dive buddy. The bronze whalers approached from below, 

circled the two divers then lunged at Laurie. As one of the sharks, 4m in length, made a move 

towards Laurie as the moki (fish) in his catch bag started to thrash about. The 4 m bronze 

whaler approaching Laurie made a sudden turn towards his catch bag and along with the two 

other sharks started to tear apart the moki, catch bag and the rubber float attached to the catch 

bag. Laurie only sustained injuries to his leg after the 4 m bronze whaler turned and whipped 

him with its tail (Global shark attack file). On the west coast of Auckland at Manukau Harbour 

in 1966, a 50-year-old male was the victim of a fatal human-shark interaction. Supporting 

documents regarding the species and activity were unable to be procured. At Goat Island in 

1967, Te Ara claims a non-fatal shark attack. Further information and additional records were 

unattainable. In a rather unique occurrence, two lifeguards were checking for sharks in an 

inflatable surf rescue boat at the popular Omaha beach in 2008. The two lifeguards spotted a 4 

m bronze whaler and attempted to chase it out to sea when it retaliated, biting one of the boats 
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pontoons from underneath. The boat began to deflate as the pair made a quick escape 

(NewsHub 2008). Again, in 2008, Ken Lindberg was fishing at Maraetai Beach when he was 

bitten on his left leg sustaining lacerations to his ankle and calf (Shark Attack Data n.d.). At 

Muriwai beach in 2013, Adam Strange went swimming to train for a race. A fisherman recalls 

seeing Strange returning from his swim surrounded by birds and schools of fish. Minutes later, 

the fisherman hears Strange call for help followed by splashing in the water. A short time later, 

Adam Strange was face down in the water, surrounded by a pool of blood and multiple sharks 

according to the fisherman. Once a surf lifeguard team reached Strange, a 3 to 4 m white shark 

appeared to have a hold of Strange but later released him after the lifeguard team deterred the 

shark away. The shark was later shot dead by police. It is currently the most recent fatal human-

shark interaction in New Zealand (Stuff 2013).  

 

Waikato  

At the popular surf beach Manu Bay Raglan, Elliot Parata-Reid who was only 10 years of age 

at the time was bitten by a 2 to 3 m shark on his foot and required stitches. The species was not 

identified.  

 

Taranaki  

In 1966 at Oakura Beach tragedy hit the Taranaki region when 14-year-old Rae Keightley 

was fatally bitten by an unknown species of shark. Bodysurfing at the time, her leg was bitten 

from her thigh down to her calf and she died as a result. In 2012 Peter Garret was surfing at 

Opunake when a shark bit his left leg. The species was unidentified, but Garret was left with 

10 puncture wounds to his left calf. He was otherwise unharmed (NZ Herald 2012a).   

 

Manawatu  

At Hokio Beach in 1964, a species of sand shark lacerated the right leg and shoulder of an 

unnamed male who was lying down in 2 ft of water. He recovered from his injuries.  

 

Summary 

Te Ara has recorded a total of 51 human-shark interactions within New Zealand, all mentioned 

above. Out of the 51 total incidents 12 resulted in a fatality with white sharks being responsible 

for every human death when the species was identified. The Otago, Southland and Auckland 

regions recorded the highest number of human-shark interactions with four of the 12 fatal 

interactions occurring in Otago.  
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Table 1: Record of human-shark interactions in NZ from 1852-2019 

Year Location Species  Fatal/Non-

fatal 

 

1852 Wellington Harbour, Wellington White shark Fatal  

1860 Brickfield Bay, Auckland  Unknown  Non-fatal  

1863 Petone, Wellington Unknown Non-fatal  

1880 Campbells Point, Auckland Unknown  Non-fatal 

1888 St Clair, Otago Unknown Non-fatal 

1896 Napier  Unknown  Fatal 

1896 Kumara, West Coast Unknown Fatal 

1907 Moeraki, Otago Unknown Fatal 

1913 Oamaru, Otago Unknown  Non-fatal 

1914 Warrington, Otago Unknown Non-fatal 

1920 Stanley Bay, Auckland  Unknown Non-fatal 

1927 Menzies Bay, Canterbury  Unknown Non-fatal 

1928 Miranda, Auckland  Unknown  Non-fatal 

1960 Mangawhai, Auckland Bronze whaler Non-fatal 

1962 Fairdown, West Coast Unknown Non-fatal 

1962 Slipper Island, Coromandel  Unknown Non-fatal 

1962 Oreti Beach, Southland  Unknown  Non-fatal 

1962 Long Beach, Otago Unknown Non-fatal 

1963 Lyttelton Harbour, Canterbury  Sevengill shark Non-fatal 

1964 St Clair, Otago White shark Fatal 

1964 Hokio Beach, Manawatu Sand shark Non-fatal 

1964 White Island, Gisborne  Unknown Non-fatal 

1964 Palliser Bay, Wellington Unknown Non-fatal 

1966 Oakura Beach, Taranaki Unknown Fatal 

1966 Manukau Harbour, Auckland Unknown Fatal  

1967 St Kilda, Otago White Shark  Fatal  

1967 Moeraki, Otago Unknown Fatal  

1967 Goat Island  Unknown  Non-fatal 
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1968 Aramoana, Otago White Shark Fatal 

1968 St Clair, Otago White Shark Non-fatal 

1971 St Clair, Otago White Shark Non-fatal 

1973 Moeraki, Otago Unknown Non-fatal 

1976 Te Kaha, Bay of Plenty Unknown  Fatal 

1990 Wairarapa, Wellington Unknown Non-fatal 

1999 Oreti Beach, Southland  Sevengill Shark Non-fatal 

2003 Foveaux Straight, Southland  White Shark Non-fatal 

2006 Manu Bay, Waikato  Unknown  Non-fatal 

2007 Kaikoura, Canterbury  Unknown Non-fatal 

2008 Omaha Beach, Auckland  Bronze whaler Non-fatal 

2008 Maraetai, Auckland  Unknown Non-fatal 

2009 Hauturu Island, Caromandel  White shark  N/A 

2009 Haumoana, Hawkes Bay  Sevengill shark Non-fatal 

2010 Oreti Beach, Southland   Sevengill shark Non-fatal 

2011 Snapper Point, Tasman  Bronze whaler  Non-fatal 

2012 Opunake, Taranaki  Unknown Non-fatal 

2012 Sunday Cove, Southland   Sevengill shark Non-fatal 

2013 Great Mercury Island, Coromandel Bronze whaler Non-fatal 

2013 Muriwai, Auckland White shark Fatal 

2014 Garden Bay, Southland Sevengill shark Non-fatal 

2014 Porpoise Bay, Southland Unknown Non-fatal 

2017 Curio Bay, Southland  Sevengill shark  Non-fatal  

 

 

3.3 History of Shark Policy and Management in New Zealand 
 

Out of the approximated 70 species of shark, rays and skate found in New Zealand waters, 13 

are listed under various legislation. The remaining 57 species of shark are not listed under any 

legislation for a large variety of reasons.  It may now be important to note that when referring 

to ‘the high seas’ in the upcoming paragraph, it refers to an area which lies outside of New 

Zealand waters and further outside any country’s jurisdiction. ‘New Zealand waters’ indicates 

the body of water surrounded by the New Zealand’s economic exclusive zone (EEZ), which 
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extends 200 nautical miles, or 370,4 km from the coastline out to sea (Miskelly 2016). All 

legislation and regulation regarding sharks are in effect within New Zealand waters, except in 

some circumstances when specific legislation and regulation can extend out to the high seas 

and in which case it will be stated below.  

 

The Quota Management System (QMS) was introduced in to New Zealand fisheries in 1986 

under the Fisheries Amendment Act 1986 (Bess 2005). QMS is now managed under the 

Fisheries Act 1996 after changes were allocated to QMS (Bess 2005). The QMS manages stock 

of a species within a quota management area(s) (QMA), and gives each stock a total allowable 

catch (TAC) and total allowable commercial catch (TACC), and an individual transferable 

quota (ITQ) (Bess 2005). There are 11 species of Chondrichthyes managed under QMS which 

includes two species of skate, and three chimaeras. Rig sharks and school sharks were included 

into QMS in 1986, the first year QMS was brought into practice in New Zealand waters. Blue 

shark, spiny dogfish, mako shark and porbeagle shark were introduced into QMS on October 

1st 2004 (MPI). Also occurring on October 1st 2004, hammerhead shark and shaprnose 

sevengill shark were inserted into schedule 4C of the Fisheries Act 1996. Both species may not 

be targeted in New Zealand waters. White sharks were made a protected species in New 

Zealand waters in April 2007 under schedule 7A of the Wildlife Act 1953 and the Fisheries 

Act 1996 (Franics and Lyon 2012; Miskelly 2016). The powers of both acts allow white sharks 

to be protected in New Zealand waters, but also gives them protection from New Zealand 

flagged vessels and/or citizens on the high seas and Sub Antarctic fishery managed areas 

(Miskelly 2016). With holding the title of a protected species, it is illegal to trade white shark 

products, possess, disturb or harm white sharks or to retain any part of the shark (Miskelly 

2016). Any bycatch of white sharks must be reported to authorities by law or fines may be 

given. Australia made white sharks a protected species in 1999, the same year New Zealand 

voted down a proposal brought forward by the Australian Government to list white sharks 

under appendix I of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 

Fauna and Flora (CITES) (Miskelly 2016).  

Globally, white sharks are listed as vulnerable on the ICUN red list (Fergusson et al. 2009).  In 

New Zealand, white sharks are listed as nationally endangered (Duffy et al. 2016). In 2010 the 

deep-water nurse shark, whale shark, basking shark and oceanic whitetip shark become 

protected in New Zealand waters under the Wildlife Act 1953. Basking sharks and oceanic 

whitetip sharks are further protected under the Fisheries Act 1996 as well, which forbids New 

Zealand flagged vessels and/or citizens from actively fishing, trading or processing these two 
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species on the high seas (Miskelly 2016). On September 14th 2014 hammerhead sharks were 

listed under appendix II of CITES. From the date of induction, any hammerhead sharks landed 

on the high seas and brought into New Zealand waters required a ‘Cites introduction from the 

sea’ permit, which are issued out by The New Zealand Department of Conservation (DOC). 

Shark finning was made illegal in New Zealand waters from October 1st, 2014. Following the 

amendment, the practice of removing shark fins from any shark and discarding the carcass at 

sea was judged unlawful under section 52B of the Fisheries (Commercial Fishing) Regulations 

2001. The initial proposal of the ban was included in the National Plan of Action for the 

Conservation and Management of Sharks (NPOA-S) and stated that different species of sharks 

will be covered by the ban in phases, with the last phase occurring in 2016. Though 

overwhelming support for a shark finning ban throughout New Zealand resulted in full 

implementation of the ban on October 1st, 2014. The reception of the amendment was 

predominantly positive, with conservation groups showing their full support (NZ Herald 

2013a). Further, Conservation Minister Nick Smith stated 45,000 submissions from the public 

were received in favour of the shark finning ban (Davison 2014). On the other hand, members 

of the seafood industry did not support the ban with the shared enthusiasm of many members 

of the public. They felt that if a shark was caught as bycatch already dead, harvesting the fins 

was logical, and made more sense than throwing a whole carcass back to sea (NZ Herald 

2013a).  However, despite the ban there are a number of exceptions to the regulation. Blue 

sharks may be landed with their fins artificially attached. All QMS species of shark fins except 

spiny dog fish may be landed separate to the body of the shark providing that the weight of the 

fins landed during a trip does not outdo a certain percentage of the species unprocessed, or 

green weight (fin-to-greenweight ratio).  

In New Zealand, shark cage diving started operating in 2008 and was most popular around 

Stewart Island waters due to its established white shark population (DOC 2018). After paua 

divers called for The Department of Conservation (DOC) to regulate cage diving, the 

jurisdiction of white shark cage diving fell into the hands of DOC in 2013. This was followed 

by the introduction of The Commercial Great White Shark Cage Diving New Zealand Code of 

Practice, which aimed to reduce any harm or risk to white sharks (Bruce 2015). DOC required 

all cage diving operations targeting white sharks to be issued a permit. Two permits were 

handed out to different operators in 2014 and renewed for one more year in 2016 (Bruce 2015; 

DOC 2018). Operations were also ordered to only work at Edwards Island, 8 km from the 

popular Halfmoon Bay which is located on the east coast of Stewart Island (DOC 2018). The 

dispute was taken to The High Court of New Zealand, but no ruling was made. On July 2nd, 
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2018, The Court of Appeal ruled that DOCs authority over shark cage diving was unwarranted, 

and that the practice of white shark cage diving was an offence under The Wildlife Act 1953 

(DOC 2018). All white shark cage diving operations were to cease as of September 2018 as a 

result of the ruling (DOC 2018). Since its beginning in 2008, the cage diving operations near 

Stewart Island were highly controversial, causing heated debate, tension and conflict between 

the cage diving operators and Stewart Island paua divers in particular (DOC 2018). The 

primary argument opposing the cage diving operations was that the practice was changing 

resident sharks’ behaviour detrimentally, and that water users and paua divers’  were at greater 

risk due to the white sharks becoming more dangerous (Huffdine 2018). On the other hand, the 

two cage dive operators reject those claims, as did a 2018 DOC report stating that the idea that 

white shark behaviour would change and pose more risk to water users due to nearby cage 

diving operations lacked evidence (Bruce 2018). The conflict between the opposing sides 

escalated to the point where one white shark cage dive operator claimed they received death 

threats and as a result started carrying a rifle on his vessel (Huffadine 2018). The eventual 

decision from The Court of Appeal was controversial, and only stood for one year. In October, 

2019 the Supreme Court of New Zealand came to the decision that cage diving off Stewart 

Island is not an offense under The Wildlife Act 1953. White shark cage diving operators were 

able to resume their practice. White shark cage diving also operates in South Australia, 

California, South Africa and Mexico (Bruce 2018).  
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4. Research methods  

 
Analysis of New Zealand’s news media shark discourse was achieved by using media discourse 

analysis. Media discourse analysis is a research tool which systematically and objectively 

makes inferences and identifies characteristics within a text (Krippendorff 2018). Two previous 

studies by McCagh et al. (2015) and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018) also used media 

discourse analysis in aiming to understand the relationship between human-shark interactions 

and political, social and news media responses. These studies focused on Australian news 

media and were specifically analysing of periods time where local government enacted shark 

management strategies. The basis of this current study method was guided by the methods of 

McCagh et al. (2015) and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018). By applying media discourse 

analysis on a broader scale and over a long-time range, it will allow historical readings of how 

news media reporting of sharks has occurred and changed over time in New Zealand. 

 

McCagh et al. (2015) assessed one Western Australian (WA) newspaper and analysed the 

discourse surrounding a series fatal human-shark interaction. In addition, they analysed the 

same newspaper’s discourse surrounding shark management and mitigation policy in WA. 

Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018) built upon McCagh et al. (2015) by analysing the media 

discourse from two different New South Wales (NSW) newspapers and examined the news 

media output from series of human-shark interactions in addition to shark management and 

mitigation in NSW.  

 

While there are differences in New Zealand and Australia in reference to human-shark 

interactions and shark management, both share some cultural similarities, and both have a 

history of human-shark interactions. This study took the basic principles from the methods of 

the two previous studies and adapted aspects from them in order to suit the New Zealand 

context. Importantly, this study’s aim is not focused on a specific set of events, but to give an 

overview of any changes in the news media discourse across all of New Zealand over a 30-

year period from 1989 to 2018. A total of 5, 191 articles from nine different New Zealand 

newspapers were analysed. Due to the fact that media discourse analysis on sharks is relatively 

new, and very little is known about how the New Zealand news media reports shark related 

stories to the public, this research focuses on the historical discourse of all news media articles 

over the 30-year time period. Analysis between the nine independent newspapers was not 
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conducted as it was not the primary focus of this study. Four analyses were carried out. Firstly, 

a content analysis was carried out on all 5, 191 news media articles collectively to give an 

overview of the data set.  Secondly, all news media articles were sorted into one of three 

decades (1989-1998, 1999-2008, 2009-2018) and a separate content analysis was run on each 

of the three decades to allow an analysis of discourse over time. Lastly, content analysis was 

run on a number of individually selected years that stood out in terms of being periods of higher 

than usual article volume, these were the years. The first block of individual years of interest 

were 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 for the second 

block.  

  

4.1 Data collection 

 

All New Zealand news media articles from January 1st, 1989 to December 31st, 2018 containing 

the word ‘shark’ were collected using an online internal word search on ‘Factiva’. Factiva is 

an online information and research tool which houses content from resources such as news 

media articles. Initially, there was 10, 342 articles from all identified newspapers containing 

the word ‘shark’. The nine newspapers were The New Zealand Herald, The New Zealand Press 

Association, The Christchurch Press, The Dominian Post, The Otago Daily Times, The 

Dominian, The Sunday Star Times, The National Business Review and The Independent 

Financial Review. All articles were collected and organised chronologically into Microsoft 

Word documents. To eliminate any irrelevant articles a manual article culling process was done 

by word searching for the term ‘shark’ in each article to determine the context in which the 

term was being used. Nearly half the articles were culled (5, 151) due to irrelevance, leaving 

5, 191 relevant articles to be analysed. Articles considered relevant for analysis were based on 

their direct reference to shark as a species. This included topics like human-shark interactions, 

sightings, management and policy, conservation and research for instance. Irrelevant articles 

were most commonly sports related. For example, horse racing articles containing ‘shark’ were 

frequently observed and culled. Articles referring to the National Rugby League (NRL) team 

‘Cronulla Sharks’ and the Super Rugby team ‘Sharks’ who play out of Durban were culled. 

Other more general articles were also commonly culled with many referring to films such as 

Eagle Vs. Shark, locations such as Shark Bay, and ‘shark like’ designs and features on cars or 

swim suits. The term ‘loan shark’ was also observed and culled throughout business and 

finance articles, however terms of these sorts were rarer. 
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4.2 Analysis  

 

4.2.1 Automated analysis  

 

Leximancer was used in the automated content analysis in keeping with McCagh et al. (2015) 

and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018).  Leximancer is an automated discourse analysis and 

text mining software that determines contextual collocations of words through 

comprehensively processing written documents such as news media articles (Hyndman and 

Pill 2018). Main concepts of the selected text are identified by Leximancer by determining the 

frequencies, positions and co-occurrences of nouns and verbs (Kamimaeda et al. 2007). 

Leximancer also condenses the main concepts to produce the foremost themes of the selected 

text document (Hyndman and Pill 2018). As a result of these processes, Leximancer then 

producers a concept map that displays the relatedness and connectivity between main identified 

concepts and themes as well as extracting a full list of concepts and a lift of dominant themes 

(Hyndman and Pill 2018). A function of Leximancer which proved valuable in this study was 

the ability to determine the foremost related words within a specific main concept. Leximancer 

produces a list of the most related words along with a count of how often the concept and a 

related word appear within close proximity (two sentences) of each other. A likelihood is also 

produced which expresses how likely the related word is to appear within close proximity with 

the main concept. In this study, the top five related words to the concept of ‘shark’ were 

collected in each separate analysis.  

 

During the concepts and themes generation stages, Leximancer allows for a manual inspection 

of process in order to remove irrelevant concepts and merge analogous ones. In keeping with 

McCagh et al. (2015) and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018), this process was carried out for 

each separate analysis per below.   

 

In the 1989 to 2018 analysis, ‘attack’ and ‘attacks’, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘month’ and ‘months’, 

‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’, ‘taken’ and ‘taking’, ‘use’, ‘used’ and ‘using’ and ‘water’ and 

‘waters’ were merged. ‘Book’, ‘During’, ‘English’ ‘including’ and ‘St’ were removed.  

 

In the 1989 to 1998 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘New Zealand’ and ‘New Zealand’s’, ‘shark’ 

and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’ and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘During’, ‘including’ 

were removed.  
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In the 1999 to 2008 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘month’ and ‘months’, ‘police’ and ‘police’ 

‘take’ and ‘taken’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘use’ and ‘used’ and ‘water’, ‘waters’ were merged. 

‘Book’, ‘during’, ‘English’ ‘including’, and ‘St’ were removed.  

 

In the 2009 to 2018 analysis, ‘attack’, ‘attacks’ and ‘attacked’, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘month and 

months’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’, ‘use’, ‘used’ and ‘using’ and ‘water’ and 

‘waters’ were merged.  ‘During’, ‘including’ and ‘St’ were removed.  

 

In the 1997 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’ and ‘water’ 

and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘Coen’, ‘including’, ‘Mrs. Rogers’ and ‘Mr. Rogers’ were 

removed.  

 

In the 1998 analysis, ‘New Zealand’ and ‘New Zealand’s’, ‘time’ and ‘times’, ‘shark’ and 

‘sharks’ and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘During’ and ‘St’ were removed.  

 

In the 1999 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’ and ‘water’ 

and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘Down’, during’, ‘including’ and ‘Watson’ were removed.  

 

In the 2000 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’ and ‘take’ and ‘taken’ 

were merged. ‘During’, ‘English’ and ‘including’ were removed. 

 

In the 2001 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘killed’ and ‘killing’ and ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’ were 

merged. ‘Book’, ‘during’, ‘English’, ‘hose’, ‘including’, ‘property’ and ‘Saturday’ were 

removed.  

 

In the 2008 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’, ‘use’ and 

‘used’ and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘During’ and ‘English’ were removed.  

 

In the 2009 analysis, day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’, and ‘water’ 

and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘Book’, ‘during’ and ‘including’ were removed.  
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In the 2010 analysis, ‘attack’ and ‘attacks’, ‘beach’ and ‘beaches’, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ 

and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’, and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged. ‘During’, ‘including’ 

and ‘words’ were removed.  

 

In the 2011 analysis, ‘attack’ and ‘attacks’, ‘beach’ and ‘beaches’, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ 

and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’, ‘use’ and ‘used’ and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged. 

During’, ‘including’ ‘St’ and ‘words’ were removed.  

 

In the 2012 analysis, ‘attack’ and ‘attacks’, ‘beach’ and ‘beaches’, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘month’ 

and ‘months’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘take’ and ‘taken’, and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged. 

‘During’, ‘including’ and ‘words’ were removed. 

 

In the 2013 analysis, ‘day’ and ‘days’, ‘shark’ and ‘sharks’, ‘swim’ and ‘swimming’, ‘take’ 

and ‘taken’, ‘used’ and ‘using’ and ‘water’ and ‘waters’ were merged.  

 

The five highest ranked themes along with the five highest ranked concepts were collected for 

examination in each analysis. Further, the five foremost words related to the concept of ‘shark’ 

were collected for examination. This collection process was done for all individual analyses 

conducted through Leximancer.  

 

4.2.2 Concept maps 

 

Concept maps display the relationship and connectivity between themes and concepts. The 

large circles visible on the map represent the main identified themes by Leximancer. The 

different colours signify different themes. Overlapping themes are more closely related to 

themes that are not overlapping. The degree of overlap represents how closely related the 

themes are. The small grey nodes within each theme represent the main concepts. The size of 

each grey concept node reflects how often the given concept appears in the text. The larger the 

node, the more often the concept appears within the text. The lines between each concept 

measure the level connectivity. The shorter the lines are between each concept signifies a 

stronger relationship.  
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4.3 Manual analysis 

 
Manual analysis was carried out by using a manual word search. This produced a frequency 

count of emotive and prescriptive language associated with shark discourse in news media 

articles in each analysis. In keeping with McCagh et al. (2015) and Fraser-Baxter and 

Medvecky (2018), the same seven emotive and three prescriptive terms were used in this 

study’s manual analysis which were originally proposed by Neff and Heuter (2013). Emotive 

terms used were ‘man-eater, ‘rogue’, ‘shark attack’, ‘jaws’, ’killer’’, ‘monster’ and ‘horror’. 

Prescriptive terms used were ‘sightings’, ‘bite’ and ‘encounter’. All emotive and prescriptive 

terms were searched in each separate analysis. The frequency of hits for each term were 

collected. Further, for each analysis the frequency of emotive and prescriptive terms were 

totalled then divided by the number of articles specific to each analysis to give a percentage of 

how often an article used an emotive or prescriptive term. The results were displayed in a line 

graph.  
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5. Findings 

 

5.1 Volume of articles  

 
Figure 1 displays the number of news media articles published across all nine New Zealand 

media outlet sources by year. The graph shows that from 1989 to 1996 there was little to none 

shark related stories. A sudden spike in the number of published articles begins in 1997 with a 

continuing increase until 2000. A decrease in the number of articles is apparent in 2001. After 

2002, a steady increase in published articles is observed. 2008 through to 2012 standout in 

terms of the number of articles published, with 2009 and 2011 being the most dominant years. 

A drop off in article volume occurs in 2012 followed by a slight increase in 2013. The two 

blocks of years of interest analysed in the automated analysis can be observed below in figure 

1. 1997 (62 articles), 1998 (83), 1999 (115), 2000 (163), 2001 (82) and 2008 (287), 2009 (474), 

2010 (356), 2011 (622), 2012 (224), 2013 (318).  

Figure 1: The number of news media articles published by all nine news media outlets from 

January 1st, 1989 to December 31st, 2018.  
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5.2 Automated content analysis  

 
The following section will show the top five ranked themes, concepts and ‘shark’ concept 

related words as well as a visual concept map for each analysis. It may be important to note 

that when the word ‘white’ appears in an analysis, it is most commonly referring to ‘white’ 

sharks or great ‘white’ sharks. The same applies to ‘blue’ sharks and ‘bronze’ whaler sharks.  

 
1989-2018 analysis 

 

‘shark’ was the foremost theme followed by ‘day’ then ‘man’. ‘Shark’ was also the foremost 

concept followed by ‘water’ then ‘fish’. The foremost word associated within the concept of 

‘shark’ was ‘attack’, followed by ‘white’ and ‘species’. Table 2 displays the top five themes, 

concepts and ‘shark’ concept related words across the entirety of the data set from 1989 to 

2018. 

 

Table 2: Top five ranked themes, concepts and ‘shark’ concept related words for all articles 

from 1989 to 2018. 

 

1989-2018 Shark 

Day 

Man 

Attack 

Time  

 

Shark 

Water  

Fish 

White  

People 

Attack 

White  

Species  

Caught 

Killed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Themes  Concepts  ‘Shark’ concept 

related words 
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Figure 2: 1989 to 2018 Leximancer concept map 
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Decade analysis  

 

A decade analysis was conducted in order to determine how discourse in shark related articles 

changed over time. Interestingly, in the decade from 1989 to 1998 the top ranked theme was 

‘water’, followed by ‘shark’. In the two more recent decades of 1999 to 2008 and 2009 to 2018, 

‘shark’ was the top ranked theme with ‘day’ being the only other shared theme between the 

two. Across all decades ‘shark’ was the top ranked concept, with ‘water’ appearing in the top 

three. Both ‘people’ and ‘white’ also appeared in the 1999 to 2008 and 2009 to 2018 concepts. 

Within the ‘shark’ concept related words, ‘attack’ was the top ranked word in the 1989 to 1998 

and 2009 to 2018 analyses. ‘White’ was ranked second in the 2009 to 2018 analyses. ‘Attack’ 

was ranked second in the 1999 to 2008 analysis with ‘white’ being the top ranked word. 

‘Species’ appeared in all three analyses, with ‘caught’ appearing in the 1989 to 1998 and 1999 

to 2008 analyses.  

 

Table 3: Top five ranked themes, concepts and ‘shark’ concept related words for all articles 

from 1989 to 1998, 1999 to 2008 and 2009 to 2018. 

Year Themes  Concepts  ‘Shark’ concept 

related words 

 

1989-1998 Water 

Shark 

Yesterday 

Fish 

Christchurch 

 

Shark 

Fish 

Water 

Year 

Time 

Attack 

Sea 

Caught 

Species 

Leg 

1999-2008 Shark 

People 

Today 

Day 

Months 

 

Shark 

Water 

People 

White 

Fish 

White 

Attack 

Caught 

Species 

Blue 

2009-2018 Shark 

Day  

Fish 

Year 

Used 

 

Shark 

Water 

White 

Day 

People 

Attack 

White 

Species 

Coast  

Killed 
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Figure 3: 1989 to 1998 Leximancer concept map 

 

 

Figure 4: 1999 to 2008 Leximancer concept map 
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Figure 5: 2009 to 2018 Leximancer concept map 
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1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 analysis  

 

This block of manually selected years (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001), were based on peaks 

and troughs that occurred in the volume of articles being produced. The selected years stood 

out in figure 1 with a higher volume of articles compared to the surrounding years. Analysis 

was conducted on each individual year in an attempt to identify any potential reasons why the 

volume of articles increased during these years. The main themes, concepts and ‘shark’ related 

concepts across these selected years can be analysed. Shark was the top ranked theme in all 

analyses with 1998 being the exception. ‘Fish’ and ‘water’ were ranked ahead of ‘shark’ in 

1998. No other observable pattern emerged from the themes in each analysis. ‘Shark’ was the 

top ranked concept for every year. There are little other similarities between each year, 

although ‘people’ appears in the 1999, 2000 and 2001 analysis. Within the ‘shark’ related 

words, ‘attack’ is ranked second in the 1997, 1998 and 1999 analyses. In 2000, ‘attack’ is 

ranked first. Surprisingly, ‘attack’ did not make the top five in 2001. ‘White’ was ranked 

second in 2000 and first in 1999 and 2001. ‘Sea’ was ranked third in 1997, first in 1998 and 

second in 2001. Interestingly in this analysis, the term ‘species’ was not identified in the top 

five ‘shark’ concept related words. In the two previous analyses, ‘species’ was a reasonably 

common term within the ‘shark’ related concepts. 

 

Table 4: Top five ranked themes, concepts and ‘shark’ concept related words for all articles 

from 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001. 

Year Themes Concepts ‘Shark’ concept 

related words 

 

1997 Shark 

Ship 

Yesterday 

Year 

New Zealand 

 

Shark 

Yesterday 

Ship 

Police 

Twins 

Husband 

Attack 

Sea 

Caught 

Left 

1998 Fish 

Water 

Shark 

TV 

Wellington 

 

Shark 

Fish 

Pm 

Time 

Water 

Sea 

Attack 

Gave 

Police  

People 

1999 Shark 

People 

Boat 

Days 

New Zealand 

 

Shark 

Boat 

Water 

Days  

People 

White  

Attacked 

Shore 

Large  

Coast  
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2000 Shark 

New Zealand 

Australia  

Man 

Fish 

 

Shark  

Fish 

People 

Time 

Man 

Attack 

White 

Area 

Line 

Caught 

2001 Shark 

Today 

Pm 

Killed 

Water 

 

Shark 

Pm 

Day 

People 

Time 

 

White  

Sea 

Fishing 

Water 

Killed 
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Figure 6: 1997 Leximancer concept map 

 

 

Figure 7: 1998 Leximancer concept map 
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Figure 8: 1999 Leximancer concept map 

 

Figure 9: 2000 Leximancer concept map 
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Figure 10: 2001 Leximancer concept map 
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2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 analysis  

 

As mentioned in the previous analysis, the years of 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 

were manually selected as they stood out as having a higher volume of articles being produced 

compared to other years. Analysis was conducted on each individual year in order to detect any 

reasoning for a higher volume of articles being produced and to highlight any differences 

between analyses. Within the themes, ‘shark’ was the top ranked theme every year. ‘Fish’ also 

appeared every year and was ranked as high as second in 2008, 2009 and 2011. ‘Shark’ was 

the top ranked concept in each analysis. ‘Water’ was the second ranked concept in each analysis 

apart from in 2009 where it ranked third. ‘White’ and ‘people’ were concepts which also  

appeared regularly. ‘White’ ranked in the top five in 2008, 2011, 2012 and 2013 with ‘people’ 

in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. In the ‘shark’ concept related words, ‘attack’ was ranked within 

the top three for every year and was listed first in 2008 and 2010. ‘White’ was also commonly 

highly ranked. It was the top ranked word in 2009 and 2012 and ranked second in 2010. 

Interestingly, in 2013 ‘finning’ and ‘fins’ were ranked first and second respectively with 

‘attack’ following. The 2013 analysis was the only analysis in which the terms ‘finning’ and 

‘fins’ occurred. The same applied to 2010, where the term ‘research’ was identified in top five 

‘shark’ related concepts but did not appear in any other analysis. 

 

Table 5: Top five ranked themes, concepts and ‘shark’ concept related words for all articles 

from 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013.  

Year Themes Concepts ‘Shark’ concept 

related words 

 

2008 Shark 

Fish 

Time 

Boat 

Spotted 

Shark 

Water 

White 

Fish 

Boat 

 

Attack 

Bronze 

Swimming 

North 

Summer 

2009 Shark 

Fish 

Water 

Day 

Year 

 

Shark 

Fish 

Water 

Fishing 

Day 

White 

Species 

Attack 

Thought 

Blue 

2010 Shark 

Day 

New Zealand 

Beach 

Fish 

Shark 

Water 

Fish 

Day  

People 

Attack 

White 

Whale 

Marine 

Research  
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2011 Shark 

Fish 

Take  

People 

Time 

 

Shark  

Water 

Fish 

People 

White 

Species 

Attack 

Known 

White 

Summer 

2012 Shark 

New Zealand 

People 

Work 

Fish 

 

Shark 

Water 

People 

Year 

White 

 

White  

Attack  

Coast 

Water 

Species  

2013 Shark 

Beach 

Fish 

People 

New Zealand 

Shark 

Water 

People 

White  

Time 

 

Finning 

Fins 

Attack 

People 

Blue 
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 Figure 11: 2008 Leximancer concept map 

 

 

Figure 12: 2009 Leximancer concept map 
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Figure 13: 2010 Leximancer concept map 

 

 

 

Figure 14: 2011 Leximancer concept map 
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Figure 15: 2012 Leximancer concept map 

 

 

 

Figure 16: 2013 Leximancer concept map 
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5.3 Manual analysis  

 
Findings for each manual content analysis are presented below. For each analysis, a table 

showing the number of hits for each emotive and prescriptive term is displayed. In the first 

analysis (full set: 1989 to 2018), an example of how each emotive and prescriptive term was 

used is displayed. The examples were chosen to provide a sense of how each term was 

commonly used in an article. A line graph showing the proportion of emotive and prescriptive 

terms used per number of articles is also displayed for each analysis except the 1989 to 2018 

analysis. Proportions were determined due to the occasionally significant differences in article 

volume in the decade analysis and 2008 to 2013 analysis. Importantly, this allows for 

differences in the percentage of emotive and prescriptive terms used per article across all 

analyses to be detected.  

 

1989-2018 analysis 

 

The emotive terms of ‘shark attack’ and ‘jaws’ had the highest number of hits respectively. 

‘Man-eater’ and ‘rogue’ were the least frequently used emotive terms. As for the prescriptive 

terms, ‘bite’ had the highest number of hits followed closely by ‘encounter’ then ‘sightings’.  

 

Table 6: The frequency of emotive and prescriptive terms used from 1989 to 2018. 

Personified/emotive 

language Phrase 

Number 

of hits 

Example of use 

 

Shark Attack 1044 “A SPATE of shark attacks in the Chatham Islands is 

the worst since three people were killed and two 

seriously injured in Dunedin in the 1960s, says a shark 

attack researcher.”   

‘SHARK ATTACKS WORST SINCE '60S.’ 06/10/96 

 

Jaws 601 “The Jaws movies had been one of the main reasons 

sharks were so feared”, Mr Gordon said.  

‘NZ LAGS BEHIND IN ATTITUDE TO SHARKS - 

EXPERTS.’ 09/09/00 

 

Monster 221 “Fishermen and scientists are debating the exact size of 

a monster great white shark caught off Waiheke 

Island.” 

‘Waiheke shark may have been record great white.’ 

21/11/03 

 

Killer 169 “Mr Baxter stressed the public should not see the shark 

as a unwanted killer but respect it as a wild creature 

which was part of the natural ecosystem.”  

‘COPS SAY DON'T PANIC OVER GREAT WHITE 

SHARK.’ 23/12/99 
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Horror 137 “Rescuers said looking down on the pair - who were 

stranded on a rock ready to be covered by a rising tide 

while sharks circled around them - was like watching a 

horror movie.”  

‘FISHERMEN'S CLOSE ENCOUNTER WITH 

SHARKS.’ 29/03/04 

 

Rogue 64 “It was thought the attacks could have been the work of 

a "rogue shark", although Watkins isn't so sure.” 

FACE TO FACE WITH A GREAT WHITE AGAIN 

07/02/18 

 

Man-eater 34 “THEY may be fearsome man-eaters, but great white 

sharks have now become a protected species in an 

effort to pull the species back from the jaws of 

extinction.” 

‘GREAT WHITE SHARKS GAIN PROTECTED 

STATUS.’ 01/12/06 

 

 

Prescriptive language 

Phrase 

Number 

of hits 

Example of use 

 

Bite  652 “They're unpredictable bastards. They'll bite your boat, 

chew your engine.”  

‘Sharks snared by high-rise hunters.’ 21/04/07 

 

Encounter 506 “Swimmers had a close encounter with a great white 

shark which has been cruising Taranaki's coast line 

when it leapt out of the water only meters from a 10-

year-old girl, on Saturday.”  

‘Shark sighting gets rumour mills churning.’ 07/02/06 

 

Sightings 359 “Reported sightings of a great white shark off the 

western coast of the North Island have cleared a 

number of beaches in recent times.”   

‘NETS UNDER THREAT FROM GREAT WHITE 

PROTECTION PLAN.’ 13/03/06 
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Decade analysis  

 

In each of the three decades, ‘shark attack’ was the most frequently used emotive term followed 

by ‘jaws’ then ’killer’’. ‘Man-eater and ‘rogue’ had the least number of hits among the emotive 

terms. The prescriptive term ‘bite’ had the highest number of hits in each decade although in 

2009 to 2018 ‘encounter’ followed closely. The excessive disparities between the number of 

hits per decade is more than likely attributed to the volume of articles.  

 

Table 7: The frequency of emotive and prescriptive terms used from 1989 to 1998, 1999 to  

2008 and 2009 to 2018. 

Personified/emotive 

language Phrase 

Number of hits 

1989-1998 

Number of hits 

1999-2008 

Number of hits 

2009-2018 

 

Shark Attack 

 

23 368 653 

Jaws 

 

8 289 304 

Killer 

 

4 113 131 

Monster 

 

2 96 123 

Horror 

 

2 44 91 

Rogue 

 

0 11 53 

Man-eater 

 

0 16 18 

 

Prescriptive 

language Phrase 

Number of hits 

1989-1998 

Number of hits 

1999-2008 

Number of hits 

2009-2018 

 

Bite 

 

12 240 400 

Encounter 

 

3 162 341 

Sightings 

 

2 175 179 
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The emotive and prescriptive terms follow a similar trend. From 1989 to 1998, few emotive 

and prescriptive terms are used compared to the later decades. There is a large increase in the 

use of both emotive and prescriptive terms from 1989-1998 to 1999-2008. This is when the 

percentage use of both types of term peaks, with nearly half of the articles using an emotive 

term from 1999 to 2008. In the following decade of 2009 to 2018, the use of emotive and 

prescriptive terms drops off although at different degrees of rates.  

Figure 17: Percentage of emotive and prescriptive terms used per number of articles for 1989 

to 1998, 1999 to 2008 and 2009 to 2018.  
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1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 analysis  

 

Each year except 1999, the emotive term ‘shark attack’ had the highest number of hits followed 

by ‘jaws’. Interestingly, in 1999 ‘jaws’ had the highest number of hits followed by ’killer’’ 

then ‘shark attack’. The year 2000 had the highest number of hits for ‘shark attack’ at 38 and 

‘jaws’ with 27. The year 2001 follows 2000 in terms of the number of hits for the term ‘shark 

attack’ at only 12. In 2001, Encounter was the most frequently used prescriptive term. Every 

other year the prescriptive term ‘bite’ was the most frequently used.  

 

Table 8: The frequency of emotive and prescriptive terms used in 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000 

and 2001. 

Personified/emotive 

language Phrase 

Number of 

hits 1997 

Number of 

hits 1998 

Number 

of hits 

1999 

Number of 

hits 2000 

Number of 

hits 2001 

 

Shark Attack 

 

10 7 10 38 12 

Jaws 

 

2 6 18 27 11 

Killer 

 

1 3 12 13 5 

Monster 

 

0 2 3 8 1 

Horror 

 

1 1 7 3 1 

Rogue 

 

0 0 3 1 0 

Man-eater 

 

0 0 1 1 0 

 

Prescriptive 

language Phrase 

Number of 

hits 1997 

Number of 

hits 1998 

Number 

of hits 

1999 

Number of 

hits 2000 

Number of 

hits 2001 

 

Bite 

 

5 6 10 41 8 

Encounter 

 

2 1 7 10 13 

Sightings 

 

3 2 9 15 3 
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Both emotive and prescriptive terms follow a similar trend over time. Both 1997 and 1998 have 

a relatively low percentage of emotive and prescriptive terms used. There is a sudden yet large 

increase in the use of emotive and prescriptive terms in 1999 which continues to increase into 

2000 where they peak. Approximately half of the articles used an emotive term in 2000, with 

a little under half using an emotive term in 1999. A drop off in the use of emotive and 

prescriptive terms occurs in 2001, although both terms have substantially higher percentages 

compared to 1997 and 1998.  

 
Figure 18: Percentage of emotive and prescriptive terms used per number of articles for 

1977, 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001. 
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2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 analysis  

 

Each year except for 2012 the most frequent emotive terms were ‘shark attack’ followed by 

‘jaws’. In 2012, ‘shark attack’ recorded the highest number of hits but was then followed by 

‘horror’ then ‘jaws’. The highest number of hits for ‘shark attack’ occurred in 2013 with 115 

hits. The next highest number of hits for ‘shark attack’ was 2011 with 69. The prescriptive term 

‘bite’ had the highest number of hits for each year with the numbers relatively similar across 

the years. 

 

Table 9: The frequency of emotive and prescriptive terms used in 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 

2012 and 2013.  

Personified/emotive 

language Phrase 

Number 

of hits 

2008 

Number 

of hits 

2009 

Number 

of hits 

2010 

Number 

of hits 

2011 

Number 

of hits 

2012 

Number 

of hits 

2013 

 

Shark Attack  

 

62 45 45 69 41 115 

Jaws 

 

47 31 38 42 17 26 

Killer 

 

10 5 9 22 11 17 

Monster 

 

10 25 14 15 6 10 

Horror 

 

1 4 10 11 18 11 

Rogue 

 

1 10 1 15 5 3 

Man-eater 

 

0 3 1 1 0 4 

 

Prescriptive 

language 

Phrase 

Number 

of hits 

2008 

Number 

of hits 

2009 

Number 

of hits 

2010 

Number 

of hits 

2011 

Number 

of hits 

2012 

Number 

of hits 

2013 

 

Bite 

 

49 45 31 48 39 47 

Encounter  

 

34 26 30 39 25 37 

Sightings 

 

48 25 23 29 10 22 
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Both emotive and prescriptive terms follow a similar trend. In 2008 both emotive and 

prescriptive terms have fairly high usage. In 2009 the percentage of emotive and prescriptive 

terms decrease considerably. This is followed by a small spike in 2010. After a drop in the 

percentage of emotive and prescriptive terms similar to that of 2009, the percentage of emotive 

terms in particular continue to increase to a degree through 2012 and 2013. Nearly 60 % of 

articles in 2013 used an emotive term. The percentage of prescriptive terms in 2012 is 

considerably higher than that of 2011. Unlike the emotive terms, the prescriptive terms don’t 

increase into 2013 but stay on par with the 2012 percentage.  

 
Figure 19: Percentage of emotive and prescriptive terms used per number of articles for 

2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. 
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6. Discussion  

The aim of this study was to explore how news media articles in New Zealand have reported 

shark related stories from January 1st, 1989 to December 31st, 2018 by using media discourse 

analysis. Understanding the portrayal of sharks using media discourse analysis is a relatively 

new method of research. Similar studies to this have been conducted previously, but never in 

New Zealand. Historically, media discourse of sharks has focused on undesirable aspects of 

sharks, rather than focusing on things like conservation efforts and policy (Muter et al 2013; 

Neff and Muter 2013). This has been highlighted as a problem, as public opinion strongly 

effects marine policy and management decisions (Heupel and Simpfendorfer 2010; Friedrich 

et al. 2014). The discourse surrounding sharks in New Zealand’s news media is very poorly 

understood, highlighting the importance of a study of this kind.  

 

This discussion will contain four parts. First, the findings from the discourse of sharks over 

time will be discussed. This consists of the automatic and manual analysis comparing each 

decade to understand how the discourse of sharks has changed over time. Second, the findings 

from the specifically selected years where more intense media discussion was noticed will be 

reviewed with a thought as to why these stood out. In part three, discussion will not focus on 

the findings from the analyses. Rather than focusing on what was found, the focus will be on 

what was missing. The themes, concepts and ‘shark related concepts’ that were not conveyed 

in the findings from analyses but that we expected to find will be discussed. Finally, in part 

four, limitations to this study will be touched on, with possible suggestions for future studies 

to allow for improvement and growth in this field of research.  

 

6.1 Findings over time 
 

Over time the discourse of sharks in New Zealand’s news media has not changed significantly 

from January 1st, 1989 to December 31st, 2018. Despite each decade having differences in 

specific policy implementation, the number of human-shark interactions and other shark related 

events, the discourse in the collective media articles for each decade is focused towards human-

shark interaction. These findings show that New Zealand is in commonality with other nations 

news media outlets who historically, seemingly focus on human-shark interaction and the risk 

that sharks pose to humans (Bornatowski et al. 2019; Hathaway et al 2017 Neff 2015; 

O’Bryhim 2009). Despite the fact that New Zealand is ranked fifth in world for total human-
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shark interactions, they endure significantly less interactions compared to the leading four 

nations who have more opportunity to report human-shark interaction (Midway et al. 2019). 

Only 12 fatalities have occurred in New Zealand since 1852 compared to Australia who leads 

the globe in total human-shark interaction fatalities with over 200 (Taglioni et al 2019). Even 

with a large disparity in fatal human-shark interaction, the New Zealand news media 

historically relays the same message as the human-shark interaction leaders of Australia and 

United States (Muter et al. 2013). Surprisingly, over each decade there was no evidence to 

suggest substantial discourse centered around conservation. Further, there was an absence of 

any considerable reporting on policy implementation or change. This was surprising given that 

in the last 20 years shark conservation and management has become an increasingly concerning 

and important global issue with many studies emphasising the need for conservation and 

management focused news media stories in order to slow down the rapid decline of sharks 

(Bornatowski et al. 2019; Davidson et al. 2016; Hathaway et al 2017; Neff 2015). Further, 

Pepin-Neff and Wynter (2018) and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018) noted that 

conservation centered tendencies were apparent within local news media outlets and the 

Australian public, stating that the ‘save the sharks’ movement had arrived. Note this is not to 

say there wasn’t any discourse focused on conservation or policy, but the discourse that was 

focused on conservation and policy was overshadowed and flooded out by the media’s 

reporting on human-shark interaction. New Zealand has a comprehensive shark management 

strategy, with a number of polices implemented to aid shark populations within New Zealand 

waters. By no means is New Zealand lagging behind other nations in shark management and 

policy, but it seems human-shark interaction is considered much more newsworthy (Muter et 

al 2013). With public opinion being a driver in policy change and implementation and bearing 

in mind that human-shark interactions were the focus of the news media over time, it would 

seem that the New Zealand government is still implementing necessary shark policies despite 

the disinterest towards policy and conservation within the news media discourse. Interestingly, 

1989 to 1998 was uneventful with regards to shark related events and news media stories. There 

was no major policy implementation and one recorded non-fatal human-shark interaction in 

1990 which lacked any precise information as the victim and species responsible were 

nameless. Despite the uneventfulness, it appears sharks were still most commonly associated 

with the term ‘attack’. Human-shark interactions are extremely rare, sensational events with 

potentially high consequences associated with them. This proves to be of high value to media 

outlets due to the generation of emotional responses from the public (Sabatier and Huveneers 

2018; West 2011). The media plays into the pre-existing public fear of sharks by producing 
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articles with melodramatic headlines focusing on the harm that sharks can cause to humans 

(Bornatowski et al. 2019). Further, it is not uncommon for the media to prolong the reporting 

of a human-shark interaction, sustaining negative portrayal of sharks while simultaneously 

increasing human risk perception of interaction with a shark (Bombieri et al. 2018; Sabatier 

and Huveneers 2018). Overall emotive terms were used more frequently than prescriptive 

terms. From 1999 to 2008 nearly half (49.7%) of news media articles produced contained one 

or more emotive term. ‘Shark attack’ and Jaws’ were the most frequently used emotive terms 

over time. The high usage of such terms highlights the dangerous direction of discourse the 

news media articles have taken. Neff and Hueter (2013) state that consistent use of the term 

‘shark attack’ has criminalised shark bites, as it portrays them as being intentionally malicious. 

The selection of language in news media must be seriously considered to avoid misleading and 

miseducating the public. Using prescriptive terms are currently a more appropriate substitute. 

Prescriptive terms were used by news media articles and increased in use as the emotive terms 

increased. They also decreased in line with emotive terms over the course of time. Ideally, 

prescriptive terms would be used not alongside, but instead of emotive terms to avoid the 

miseducation emotive terms carry (Neff and Hueter 2013). White sharks were the species that 

were particularly popular within the discourse of the news media articles. Muter et al (2013) 

found that white sharks were most frequently cited in Australian news articles, where they state 

shark species that pose a greater threat to humans are more frequently talked about compared 

to species of conservation concern. White sharks are implicated with the most fatal human-

shark interactions in New Zealand, not to mention the non-fatal interactions (Hutching 2008). 

White sharks are the only shark species found in New Zealand that are most commonly 

responsible for human-shark interactions worldwide (Hutching 2008; Muter et al. 2013). The 

combination of these factors would hint at why white sharks are heavily reported. Given there 

is no evidence to suggest policy or conservation was significantly discussed in the discourse 

over time, it implies the discourse on white sharks was focused on their relationship with 

human interaction rather than the policy or conservation status surrounding white sharks.  

 

6.2 Findings from the years of significant peaks and throughs 
 

The first cluster of years of interest (1997 to 2001) maintained the consistency of the findings 

over time. There were no recorded human-shark interactions in New Zealand in 2000. 

However, Australia had three fatal human-shark interactions in the year 2000 within a span of 

three months (Shark Attack Data n.d.). White sharks were responsible for each of three 
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fatalities (Shark Attack Data n.d.). ‘Australia’ was a top ranked theme in the year 2000 

automated content analysis. This reflects that over time New Zealand news media have 

reported on certain human-shark interactions occurring in Australia. This resulted in over half 

(50.92%) of the articles including one or more emotive term. In the previous year (1999), a 

sevengill shark was responsible for a non-fatal interaction at Oreti beach in Southland. This 

coincided with a spike in emotive terms used per article (46.96%) but did not generate the news 

media weight compared to the year 2000. Consistent with the corpus, there was no term which 

directly implied policy and/or conservation were discussed on a notable scale. In the 1997 to 

2001 years of interest group, 2000 had the highest use of emotive and prescriptive terms. As 

previously mentioned, both New Zealand and Australian incidents would be highly valuable 

to the news media because of the generation of emotional engagement from the public (West 

2011). Within 1997 to 2001, a higher proportion of emotive terms were used within years of 

1999 and 2000 – where notable human-shark interaction events occurred in New Zealand and 

Australia respectively. The news media articles reporting the Australian interactions were 

written and produced by New Zealand news media outlets and were not a duplicate of 

Australian news media outlets. Further, there was a higher volume of articles produced within 

the years where the human-shark interactions occurred. The drop off in article volume and use 

of emotive terms in 2001 is perhaps not coincidental, as there were no recorded human-shark 

interactions in New Zealand and no fatal human-shark interactions in Australia for that matter.   

 

For the most part, in the second cluster of years of interest (2008 to 2013), the findings 

remained consistent from our findings over time. Just as the previous analysis found ‘attack’ 

and ‘white’ were consistently among the top ranked ‘shark’ related concepts. There were 10 

recorded human-shark interactions during this cluster of years which seemed to dominate the 

news media reporting of sharks. Considering the discourse has remained predominantly 

unchanged, this is not to say there are signs of a possible improvement in terms of conservation 

centered news articles, and perhaps the ‘save the sharks’ movement proposed by Pepin-Neff 

and Wynter (2018, 2019) has gained slight traction in New Zealand. The themes and concepts 

were absent of any policy and/or conservation heavy articles expect for 2013. ‘Finning’ and 

‘fins’ were the top two ranked ‘shark’ related concepts above ‘attack’. This was the only time 

during this study that a policy and conservation centered event appeared in an analysis. 

Coincidentally, New Zealand’s last fatal human-shark interaction was also in 2013. Yet, 

despite the fatality, ‘attack’ ranked below ‘finning’ and Fins’. The practice of shark finning 

was made illegal in 2014 following overwhelming public concern for the practice. In fact, the 
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finalisation of the shark finning ban was moved from 2016 forward to 2014 following the 

support from the New Zealand public (Davison 2014). It is possible this is an example of the 

‘save the sharks’ movement, with the public’s irrational fear of sharks fading in the wake of 

conservational tendencies (Pepin-Neff and Wynter 2018; Pepin-Neff and Wynter 2019). The 

topic of shark finning was mostly associated with the term ‘shark’ in 2013, although while 

‘fins’ and ‘finning’ were closely associated with the word shark, the more broadly discussed 

shark fin ban still did not appear significantly enough in the news media discourse to be 

identified as an overarching theme or concept in the 2013 analysis or the decade analysis. As 

previously stated, the last fatal human-shark interaction in New Zealand occurred in 2013, 

which became the year where the use of emotive language had the highest occurrence in this 

study with nearly 60% (58.49) of news media articles in 2013 using one or more emotive term. 

Although shark finning was heavily reported on 2013 and was most commonly associated with 

the ‘shark’ concept, the high use of emotive terms and lack of prescriptive terms suggests the 

news media was still much more drawn in to negative, fear induced language and reports 

surrounding human-shark interaction. With the ‘save the sharks’ movement being a recent 

phenomenon, more specialised future studies would be capable of identifying whether the 

movement has truly arrived and has had an impact in New Zealand.  

 

6.3 What wasn’t found 
 

While an analysis of the articles reveals much by what they say, they equally reveal much by 

what they don’t say. The following are some interesting points which were not identified in the 

analyses. Perhaps most surprising was the fact that nearly all analyses failed to identify any 

significant policy or conservation issues were discussed significantly within the discourse. New 

Zealand has implemented a number of significant shark management policies all of which were 

absent in the findings except for the concerns over shark finning. For example, white sharks 

became a protected species in 2007, with deep-water nurse shark, whale shark, basking shark 

and oceanic whitetip shark becoming protected in 2010 (Miskelly 2016). Considering the 

ongoing global population decline of sharks putting their future into question, and considering 

the fact that during the 2000’s protecting sharks from people instead of protecting people from 

sharks was rare, the protection of these species was a significant event for New Zealand shark 

management (Bornatowski et al. 2019; Mackeracher and Simpfendorfer 2019; Simpfendorfer 

and Heupel 2011). Probably the most contentious shark policy event in recent years was white 

shark cage diving off Stewart Island. It too was absent from all analyses and was possibly the 
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most surprising absence in this study. A detailed history of white shark cage diving at Stewart 

Island (at the very southern tip of New Zealand) was discussed in section 3.3. The practice of 

white shark diving was debated and aggressively argued between politicians, conservationists, 

impacted businesses and other stakeholders (DOC 2018; Huffdine 2018). It began in 2008 and 

was ruled an offence under The Wildlife Act 1953 in 2018. It was then deemed not an offense 

under The Wildlife Act 1953 in 2019 by The Supreme Court of New Zealand. In-between the 

establishment and the present controversy of the cage diving industry, several significant and 

events took place including a Department of Conservation (DOC) report stating that no such 

evidence was found to suggest resident white sharks behaviour had worsened due to cage 

diving (DOC 2018). Reports of death threats from Stewart Island locals towards the cage diving 

operators highlights the intense nature of this series of events. Both supporters and opponents 

had legitimate arguments reinforcing their respective viewpoints. The fact that white shark 

cage diving was absent from all analyses highlights the news media’s tendencies to ignore 

policy and conservational issues, and to jump at the opportunity to report interactions between 

humans and sharks.  

 

6.4 Study limitations and future work 
 

There were a number of limitations encountered during this study. The process of culling 

unrelated articles was a manual one undertaken by the researcher. Human error was 

unavoidable, however with such a large data set any unrelated shark articles that missed the 

culling process would have been negligible in the analyses. Time constraints allowed only two 

clusters of specifically selected individual years of interest analysed. Further, analysis of 

individual newspapers was unable to achieved due to time constraints.   

This study’s scope was broad, therefor it may be beneficial for future studies to use our research 

as a platform to conduct more specific analyses. Analysing each individual year in more depth, 

in particular the more recent years, would give insight into where the direction of shark related 

discourse is heading and show specifically how recent news media articles have reported sharks 

to the public. Analysing individual newspapers would give insight into shark discourse on the 

regional scale. Importantly, future study must be flexible in their scope and methodology as 

human-shark interactions, shark conservation, shark management and policy and public 

responses continue to occur, progress and change.  
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Conclusions   

This study built on the works of McCagh et al. (2015) and Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018), 

which conducted media discourse analysis concerning human-shark interactions in Australia. 

Here, we analysed New Zealand’s news media discourse on sharks for the first time through 

media discourse analysis. This provided a broad look into how sharks are reported to the public 

via news media articles. All news media articles surrounding sharks from 1989 to 2018 were 

analysed through a text mining software called Leximancer.  

 

The discourse surrounding sharks in New Zealand’s news media stayed consistent over time, 

with no change in the discourse surrounding shark related stories. It was apparent that the 

discourse was focused on human-shark interaction. Shark policy, conservation and shark 

biology were absent in the findings over time. These findings opposed the recent study by 

Fraser-Baxter and Medvecky (2018), in which they detect an improvement in the media 

discourse about human-shark interaction. This is highly problematic due to the urgent need for 

a change in perception towards sharks which are in global decline.  

 

The use of emotive terms dominated the use of prescriptive terms, with emotive terms soaring 

during New Zealand’s last human-shark interaction in 2013. This study found that when 

human-shark interactions occur in New Zealand, or when sensational human-shark interactions 

occur in Australia, the use of emotive terms in articles increases which induces unwarranted 

fear into the public. Overall, the shark discourse in New Zealand’s news media is dominated 

by human-shark interaction stories. Emotive terms were used far more frequently than 

prescriptive terms highlighting the need for a change in the language used in shark related 

discourse. 

 

Throughout this study, the terms “Attack” and “White” were most commonly associated with 

the “Shark” concept, suggesting human-shark interaction and white sharks were focused on 

throughout 1989 to 2018. There was no detection of conservation or policy-based terms being 

associated with any theme or concept until 2013. In 2013 shark finning was more closely 

associated with the term ‘shark’ than ‘attack’. Although this finding was minimised by the 

highest use of emotive terms across all manual analyses during the same year.  
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We expected great white shark cage diving to appear in the analysis, as the cage diving story 

was probably the most debated and contentious shark policy event in recent history. No 

analysis detected any themes, concepts or shark related concepts to be associated with the cage 

diving events and instead the focus continued to be on human-shark interaction.  

 

The New Zealand news media should change their focus on human-shark interaction when 

reporting on shark related issues. The disinterest in significant reporting on conservation, 

policy and shark biology stories must take the place of human-shark interaction as the focus of 

the news media in New Zealand. An increase in the use of prescriptive terms and a decrease in 

the use of emotive terms would further assist in providing a better balance in reporting of 

sharks, their place in the environment and their behavior, and avoid the spread of 

misrepresentation of sharks as rogue and dangerous animals.   
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Creative component  

 

 

What would happen if sharks disappeared?  
 

 

400 million years. That’s how long sharks have been swimming the oceans of planet Earth. 

Sharks have survived all five mass extinctions, have outlived the dinosaurs and have been here 

longer than trees have been growing. Like trees, sharks play an unmatched role in many 

ecosystems. Sharks shape and structure the oceans ecosystems through predator-prey 

interactions. For 400 million years sharks have been evolving and adapting to become perfect, 

fine-tuned ocean predators, creating a perfect ecosystem balance. Relatively unscathed and 

intact during their history, the legacy of the shark many have finally met its match due one 

species, us - homo sapiens. If we do not act urgently, the demise of sharks and destruction of 

our oceans will continue. And then the title of this story becomes all too real.  

 

No more sharks swimming the oceans? It may sound great to some people. That 1 in 3.7 million 

chance of being fatally attacked is diminished to 0. We can swim with our mind at ease. But 

be careful what you wish for. Very careful. Sharks are a diverse group of fish. The 10 m (32ft) 

long whale shark is the largest fish in the ocean and filter feeds on plankton. The 6 m (20ft) 

long great white shark predates on seals and sea lions while patrolling temperate coastal waters. 

The 2 m (6.5’ft) long whitetip reef shark feeds on fish, crayfish, and octopuses while cruising 

the shallow waters surrounding coral reefs. And the tiny 10 cm (3.9 in) pygmy shark feeds on 

boney fishes and squid while swimming the mid ocean. Each species of shark plays a unique 

role in their ecosystem and serve many purposes to ecosystem structure and function. Without 

sharks, the interactions and relationships we observe between them and their prey means the 

400-million-year-old ecological ocean balance is flipped on its head. So, what would happen 

if harks disappeared? 

 

First and foremost, the structure and function of a sharkless ecosystem would be chaotic and 

destructive. Extinction of many marine species would occur, and your favourite fish fillet may 

never end up on your dinner plate again. As explained earlier, sharks play a critical role in 

ecosystem structure and shape food-web interactions. Without sharks, there is no structure, no 
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shape and no order. Interactions between other species would change dramatically and that 

spells disaster. 

 

If sharks were to disappear, we would observe what we call mesopredator release. 

Mesopredators are intermediate sized predators and are often the prey of top-level predators 

like great white sharks and tiger sharks. The ecology of the ocean is organised from the top 

down, meaning the ocean’s top-level predators, such as some sharks, control and structure 

marine communities through predator-prey interaction. Imagine a set-up of dominoes ready to 

be pushed. Once one species falls or in this case disappears, the effects are felt through the 

whole ecosystem. And the earlier in the chain the domino, the more it effects. Top level 

predators are that first domino. So, once that domino falls so do the rest. An ecosystem can be 

much of the same. Removal of top predators results in their prey, the mesopredators, increasing 

drastically in population size. Changes to marine communities this significant go against basic 

ecological principles and can result in devastation to marine ecosystems. Following a release 

of mesopredators, something called a trophic cascade can occur. Trophic cascades are very bad 

news for any ecosystem. Basically, tropic cascades change the consistent patterns and structure 

of an ecosystem or food-web. Population numbers of different species change, regular 

predator-prey interactions change, the whole ecosystem changes. These fast changes mean 

negative consequences flow down the food-web into lower trophic level animals. This means 

less productive ecosystems and extinction for many marine species. Here’s what all of this 

means on the ground (or in the sea, to be more precise).  

 

In a 2007 study out of the East Coast of the United States, Ransom Myers and his team analysed 

longline catches of 11 predatory (great) sharks over a 35-year period. They also analysed data 

from 14 smaller species of sharks, rays and skates which were the great shark’s primary food 

source. Over the 35 years, the great sharks had suffered staggering declines between 87% and 

99%. As the great sharks declined, 12 of the 14 prey species increased significantly in their 

population size, with the one prey species, the cow nose ray, increasing by 20-fold. This large 

increase in cow nose ray abundance lead to the demise of their prey, the bay scallop. A local 

scallop fishery was forced to close following the population collapse. And off the coast of Nova 

Scotia, Greenland sharks are known to consume almost half of the harbor seal pups. If 

Greenland sharks were to disappear, the harbor seal population would increase and in turn 

decrease the numbers of cod, anchovy and sea bass, which the harbor seals feed upon. This 

would destroy fisheries for these fish in the area.  
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But sharks also have more unexpected effects. Sharks play a role in the body shapes of prey 

communities. The predatory skillset of sharks has shaped every single sea creature that sharks 

eat. Their prey have been moulded to detect, evade and defend themselves from sharks. In a 

2018 study, Hammerchlang and a team of other researchers examined two adjacent reefs in 

north-western Australia. The two reefs had similar biological, environmental and physical 

conditions. There was only one major difference. One reef had a healthy number of sharks and 

the other had a severely depleted population due to commercial fishing. At the reef depleted of 

sharks, prey fishes had much smaller caudal fins (tail fin) and eyes compared to the reef where 

sharks were present. Why? The researchers think that that these significant size disparities in 

morphology was driven by differences in shark predation, with the fish at the shark depleted 

reef needing less emphasis on traits associated with predator detection and evasion. Evolution 

in action! This means the prey fish can put less energy into growth, and more energy into 

reproduction. More reproduction of prey fishes would lead to unfavourable shifts in population 

dynamics and inter food-web relationships causing a trophic cascade. Again.  

 

Talking of reefs, coral reefs in particular are the most diverse environments on the planet. They 

are also one of the most stunningly beautiful and productive environments. To many people, 

coral reefs many just be simply aesthetic and one of the top holiday destinations. In fact, coral 

reefs amazing display of animals and corals has created a tourism industry worth $4.1 billion. 

But to the 450 million who live within 60 km of coral reef, they are more than just beautiful 

colours and great snorkeling. Coral is their lifeline. Most of these people rely directly or 

indirectly on the coral reef ecosystems for a source of food or income.  

Coral reefs also protect coastlines from waves, storms and floods. The coral acts as a barrier to 

the shoreline, breaking the power of the waves, storms and other natural disasters as they 

approach the land saving upwards of $9 billion per year. Coral reefs are so very important, but 

where do sharks fit in to all of this?  

On the seabed algae and coral compete for space to grow. Algae grow much faster than corals 

do, so the corals must rely on herbivorous fishes to graze on the algae which frees up space for 

corals to grow. Reef sharks and other similar sharks predate on large reef fishes which predate 

on the herbivorous fishes. Sharks regulating the number of large predatory fishes is crucial for 

allowing a healthy number of herbivorous fishes to graze on algae. In Jamaica, severe 

overfishing led to algae smothering 90 % of the reefs. On the opposite end of the spectrum, 

Kingman reef is considered the most pristine and intact coral reef on Earth. Here, reef sharks 
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dominate and guess what? Algae are practically absent.  At Kingman reef, sharks make up 75 

% of the total predators, with 85 % of the marine life at Kingman being predatory. Compare 

that to less intact coral reefs where predators only make up 10 % of the marine life.  If sharks 

were to disappear from coral reef ecosystems, so would the coral reefs and all of the services 

and benefits they provide humans. That’s the domino effect in action. If the reefs fail, many of 

the 450 million people relying on reefs, may be forced to find food and income by other means. 

Many coral reefs would become algae ridden and suffer a major drop in diversity. In large 

storm events, coastal communities would be more vulnerable to large swells and surges 

destroying people’s homes, properties and livelihoods.  

 

But the marine animals and their ecosystems are not the only ones who will pay the price for 

not having sharks in the ocean. 36 million people are directly employed by the fishing industry 

with 200 million people receiving direct and indirect income. It is estimated that 2.6 billion 

people rely on fish as their primary source of protein. The fishing industry’s global export total 

is $60 billion. Fishing is especially important for developing countries economy and incomes. 

55 % of the total fish exports come from developing countries along with 97 % of the world’s 

fishers. Aside from the economy and people’s income, fishing is relied on for food and protein. 

Fish can make up over 50% of their protein intake in parts of Asia and Africa.  Some 27 million 

coastal indigenous people around the world rely on seafood, more than you may think. 

Globally, the average person consumes 19 kg of seafood per year. The average coastal 

indigenous person consumes 75 kg of seafood each year. This equates to a total of 2.1 million 

metric tonnes of seafood consumption per year for all coastal indigenous people. However, it’s 

not just the food that is of great importance to these communities. Their relationship with the 

ocean is their cultural identity and quite literally a way of life.  

If the global rate of shark declines continues and shifts in ecosystem structure and inter food-

web relations occur, many fisheries will likely collapse with tens of millions of people suffering 

the consequences. Imagine a world with much fewer (or no) anchovies, tuna, cod, mackerel 

and shrimp. And there are just a few of the creatures on which commercial fishing and people 

rely on. And they might vanish into thin air. Unemployment, starvation, poverty and increased 

death rates might occur as a result of losing all the sharks. Economies of major fishing 

countries, in particular the developing countries, would fall. Not to mention fish and chips 

turning into an unaffordable luxury! 
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Thankfully this is only fiction, right? Or is it? What are the chances of sharks actually 

disappearing? 

 

The answer is: frighteningly high. Much more terrifying than shark themselves. It is estimated 

that one quarter of all shark and ray species are threatened with extinction. Off the Queensland 

coast in Australia, large predatory sharks have declined up to 90% in the past five decades. 

From 1996 to 2009, oceanic whitetip numbers also declined by 90 %. In the Indian and 

Northwest Atlantic oceans, catches of great hammerheads declined by 89% and 90% 

respectively. These numbers are staggering, yet every year we continue to haul 100 million 

sharks out of our oceans. 465 species of shark were assessed by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN). 74 species were listed vulnerable or worse. Another 67 species 

are near threatened and 115 are of least concern. For the remaining species (about half) there 

is insufficient information and data to even begin to estimate their conservation status. The 

future of the top-level predators is quite grim. Tiger and bull sharks are near threatened. Great 

white sharks are vulnerable. Short and long fin mako sharks and great and scalloped 

hammerheads are endangered. What is worse is that for all of these top-level predators, their 

population size is either decreasing or unknown.  

 

Why are sharks in such serious trouble? Overfishing. Shark finning is the single biggest 

problem facing sharks today. Its inhumane, wasteful and unnecessary but it’s happening at 

alarming rates. No matter how unappetizing dried shark fins in soup may sound to you, the 

demand for shark fin soup in parts of Asia, Europe and South America has driven the shark fin 

industry towards a market value of $400 million per year, with single premium bowls of shark 

fin soup costing $300. Thousands of hooks are attached to a variety of long lines allowing 

fisherman to haul in huge numbers of sharks. The fins are often cut off live sharks before they 

are tossed overboard and sink the to the sea floor. Sharks which fall victim to finning drown, 

starve or are eaten by other animals. Less than 5 % of the shark is used as the fisherman land 

back on shore with only the fins valued at $700 per kg once processed. Shark finning has 

devastated shark populations around the world, but fishing for shark meat is also contributing 

to the global decline of sharks. In 2011, fishing for shark meat generated just shy of $380 

million. There was a 42 % increase of global imported shark and ray meat from 2000 to 2011. 

The demand for seafood and delicacies may be driving the intensity of shark fishing. But new 

shark finning regulation in some countries, which require the shark and its fins to be landed on 

shore together may be driving the intensity as well. Previously, fishers could discard the body 
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of a shark at sea and just keep the fins. Now, if your country’s regulation requires you to land 

the fins and the body of the shark, it makes sense for the fisher to sell the meat as well as the 

fins. Many countries have implemented shark finning regulations and bans, but many have not. 

Even in the countries with the shark finning regulations and bans, shark finning is still practiced 

illegally in unregulated waters or through regulation loopholes.  

Shark “bycatch” has also become a valuable source of income. Previously, shark bycatch was 

considered an annoyance, but with extremely high value for meat and fins in particular, shark 

“bycatch” has become a lucrative addition to many fishers. In fact, in Spanish and Portuguese 

fisheries, shark “bycatch” makes up to 70 % of their total catch. From 1991 and 1998, the 

percentage of sharks killed by U.S long line fisheries went from 3 % to 60 %. Following a ban 

of shark finning, the numbers have since dropped. Recent figures have suggested that less 

sharks are being caught, but do not be fooled. This is simply because there are less sharks in 

the ocean due to overfishing, rather than good shark management. What makes sharks 

particularly vulnerable to overfishing is their reproductive strategies. Sharks are a k-selected 

species, as are elephants, whales and humans. Being a k-selected species means you have low 

reproductive rates and start reproducing late in life. Sharks often don’t reproduce until they are 

10 to 13 years old, with many species birthing 12 pups or fewer at a time. Combine that with 

the fact that sharks regularly have gestation periods lasting longer than humans, you have a 

group of fishes that are extremely vulnerable to overexploitation because their inability to 

recover. 

 

We know the potential consequences of losing sharks are destructive, catastrophic, fatal and 

all too real. But losing the sharks is also unnecessary and can be stopped. Most importantly, 

shark finning and fishing needs to be significantly reduced at the very least. More marine 

sanctuaries need be established. Stricter laws and policies need to be enforced. Governments 

and other bodies of power need to be responsible for establishing all of these management 

tools. Progress has been made, but mostly in developed countries. Shark finning regulations 

and bans need to be implemented worldwide.  

But maybe there is a deeper challenge going on here. Sharks are feared. Possibly the most 

feared animal on Earth. They are often viewed as terrifying and portrayed as dangerous killers. 

Our fear of sharks that we hold onto so dearly makes it difficult to talk about what is really 

frightening: losing them. If we could see the real danger, maybe we’d be more willing to take 

the steps we need to take to save the sharks, because nothing is more terrifying than a shark-

less world.   
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Media mauls shark in gruesome attack, again 
 

Sharks are one of the most feared and negatively perceived animals in the world. They are also 

threatened and at risk of extinction. But have you ever wondered where the sharks terrifying 

reputation as mindless killers came from? The answer is right in front of your eyes. The media.  

 

Again and again we find the media falling in love with the dangers sharks pose to humans. It’s 

ironic, because in fact, sharks are the ones who need saving - from us. We can’t let the negative 

media-shaped perception of shark’s get in the way of protecting and conserving them. We need 

sharks. A functioning and healthy ocean needs sharks. It’s time we throw out the ancient myths 

of sharks as mindless human killers and focus on protecting, conserving and managing these 

magnificent fishes before it’s too late.  

 

Shark attacks, shark attacks and more shark attacks. That’s what we mainly see and hear when 

the media exposes us to sharks. Shark attacks are extremely attractive to the media because 

they are incredibly rare events with potentially fatal consequences. Our traumatic and chilling 

interactions with sharks make for a compelling story. This draws in huge interest and emotional 

response from us, the public. 

 

The media may be the most powerful entity on Earth, and it has done a terrific job at 

misrepresenting and criminalising sharks by portraying them as deadly and dangerous human 

killers. The media’s unrelenting attack on sharks has led to negative portrayal and leaked out 

to become common thought throughout society. 

 

Sharks are so incredibly important to ocean health. They structure, shape and control marine 

ecosystems and food webs through predating on lower trophic level animals. The less sharks 

we have in the oceans, the more unstructured and unhealthier our oceans become. Sharks have 

dominated and regulated marine ecosystems for 400 million years. Breaking that 400-million-

year dominance would result in the oceans self-destructing before our eyes. 

 

A spate of seven fatal shark bites in Western Australia (WA) from 2010 to 2013 led to conflict 

between protecting sharks and protecting people. In 2014 The Western Australian Shark Cull 

policy was implemented. 72 drum lines were set off the coast of WA with any shark over 3 m 

in length being destroyed. Despite experts expressing their concerns and apprehensions of the 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-07/shark-catch-and-kill-data-released/5435682
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shark cull, it  continued until 2016.  It was eventually was banned following concerns over the 

depletion of local shark populations. But the debate is returning.  

 

Heavy media reporting of recent fatal shark bites have reignited the cull debate, with the WA 

government reserving its right to kill sharks deemed to be dangerous. The shark cull in WA is 

an example of how media induced fear can be fatal for sharks. We can’t let our unjustified fear 

of sharks result in more culling’s of ‘dangerous’ sharks. Human fatalities are terrible and 

unfortunate, but retaliating with a shark cull is not the answer. It’s cruel, has no scientific logic 

behind it and is harmful to marine ecosystems. 

 

No one is born with a preinstalled fear towards sharks, the fear is built. Our exposure to shark 

bites through the media has changed our risk perception. We feel we have a much higher chance 

of getting bitten by a shark than what we actually do. 

 

So, where did negative media shaped portrayal of sharks come from? 

 

It wasn’t until the 20th century that sharks started to interest people and appear more frequently 

in the media. Dramatic headlines such as “shark mauls man to death” or “Shark rips women 

apart” were incredibly interesting stories to the public and money makers for media outlets.  

 

One 1975 film capitalised on this new found frenzy of fear towards sharks and escalated it to 

a whole level of dread and terror.  

 

“There is a creature alive today who has survived millions of years of evolution, without 

change, without passion and without logic. It lives to kill. A mindless eating machine. It will 

attack and devour anything. It is as if god created the devil and gave him jaws”.  

 

That’s the opening narration of the official trailer of the 1975 blockbuster film Jaws, True, 

white sharks have survived millions of years of evolution without change. Let’s give credit 

where credit is due. But as for the remainder of that paragraph? Complete and utter rubbish. 

Not only is it false, but Jaws is widely recognised as one of the triggers for the global fear and 

darkness shown towards sharks.  

 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-01/wa-catch-and-kill-policy-dropped-but-they-can-still-be-killed/7465908
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/02/blood-in-the-water-sharks-drum-lines-and-the-media-hysteria-that-surrounds-them
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Jaws falsely led people to believe sharks are after you and will do anything to kill you and eat 

you. Since the film premiered in 1975, the media has jumped at the opportunity to report a 

terrifying and deadly shark story. Even the highly popular Shark Week on the Discovery 

channel portrays sharks as killers. Nearly 70 % of the episodes in 2010 portrayed sharks as 

deadly and dangerous. 

 

Much of our fear towards sharks is based on unscientific statements and lies. So just how 

dangerous and deadly are sharks? 

 

Let’s just imagine a world where sharks truly did live to kill. And that they were mindless 

eating machines and they attacked and devoured anything without logic. I would be dead. As 

would my friends and the millions upon millions of other surfers, swimmers, divers and 

paddlers. But I’m not dead, and nor are my friends, nor are the other surfers, swimmers, divers 

and paddlers.  

 

In fact, only 5 to 15 people fall victim to shark bites each year. The media would have you 

believe this number is much higher. Elephants are well loved and protected animals. They kill 

up to 500 people a year, buts that’s a figure we don’t hear. The risk of shark attack is incredibly 

low compared to many things we consider ‘harmless’. In fact, you are more likely to drown 

during your summer swim than be bitten by a shark.  

 

The truth is, sharks are really good at not eating people. Our incredible vulnerability in the 

ocean would allow sharks to get an easy meal with minimal effort. We are fortunate that the 

vast majority of the time large sharks can usually differentiate between a surfer or swimmer 

and a seal or fish. They aren’t interested in us. Our low body fat isn’t worth their time or energy.  

 

Humans kill up to 100 million sharks per year. That’s about 11,000 every hour. Remember 

how many humans sharks kill a year? 

 

Shark finning is responsible for the majority of deaths of 100 million sharks. The shark fin 

trade has boomed into a $400 million industry from extremely high demand for shark fin soup 

in parts of Asia South America and Europe. People pay upwards of $300 for a bowl of shark 

fins floating in some hot water. Apart from how dubiously appetizing that sounds, shark finning 

is also incredibly inhumane and wasteful. 

https://massivesci.com/articles/shark-week-jaws-effect-discovery-channel/
https://www.floridamuseum.ufl.edu/shark-attacks/odds/compare-risk/
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In the words of Malcolm X, the media have the ability to make the innocent guilty and the 

guilty innocent. We cannot let the media continue to brainwash our perceptions of these 

innocent animals. Our negative perceptions of sharks are deadly and dangerous. We need to 

retune our focus to conserving, protecting and managing shark populations around the world. 

And trust me, having less and less sharks in the oceans is far more terrifying than being in close 

proximity to one during your summer swim.  
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Love sharks and they will love you back 
 

There is undeniably a global fear towards sharks. And Australia and New Zealand are no 

different. But that’s not true for all nations down here in the southwest region of the world. 

Some know how to live happily with these magnificent creatures. 

 

 

A grey reef shark swimming Fiji’s coastal water. 

 

“Bula! What brings you in Fiji?, my friend”. I turned around to see a Fijian gentlemen 

approaching me. Unsure if he was talking to me or not, I looked left and right, but it became 

clear that he was. A little tentative, I told him I was in Fiji exploring and learning about Fiji’s 

relationship with sharks - and that this included a cage free dive with Fiji’s healthy bull shark 

population.  

“You are a real Fijian huh!” He said. 

“Yeah? How’s that?” I asked with a grin. 

“You are going to dive with the sharks!” He replied.  

I would be traveling to Pacific Harbour tomorrow, as that’s where the shark diving is. It’s kind 

of like the shark capital of Fiji. What first attracted me to Fiji was ‘The shark dive’. The shark 

dive is a world-famous scuba diving excursion with Beqa Adventure Divers (BAD), who are a 

shark research and conservation focused establishment ‘disguised’ as a dive shop. I was 

intrigued to learn more about their research projects, conservation and of course, dive with 

sharks.  

http://fijisharkdive.com/
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At 6am the next morning I awoke so I could see my first Fijian sunrise. A balmy 24 degrees 

outside made it easy to get up despite how tired I was. I rolled out of bed, threw on some 

clothes, grabbed a coffee and took a short one-minute walk to the beach. Aside from a couple 

of morning walkers, accommodation staff and the wagging tails of some dogs the beach was 

empty. As I watched the dark of the night dwindle in the wake of a deep orange that lit up the 

sky and simmered over the water, I looked out to the vast ocean thinking about all the sharks 

lurking beneath. The anticipation of the shark dive was looming.  

All of a sudden, I heard a  

“Bula, brother! How are you?” from just over my right shoulder.  

“Bula! I’m good thank you, how are you?” I replied. Stephen didn’t need an invitation to sit 

beside me and we started talking. Fijians remain the most friendly and welcoming people I 

have ever met. Stephen was Fijian local full and through. As he and I talked, I noticed he 

seemed to have a good knowledge of the nature and the environment. I thought this was a great 

opportunity to talk sharks.  

“What do people in Fiji think about Sharks” I asked Stephen.  

“Oh yes the sharks, we like the sharks. You know Dakuwaqa?”  

“Dakuwaqa?” I replied with poor pronunciation. Dakuwaqa – An ancient Fijian shark god. In 

Fijian mythology, Dakuwaqa protects the ocean, the coral reefs and the Fijian people when out 

at sea. Legend has it that Dakuwaqa was the fiercest of all the gods and had the ability to shape 

shift or morph into anything. But Dakuwaqa was at his most powerful when he took the form 

of a shark, protecting the ocean and the people who use it. It’s funny, that an animal usually 

associated with devil like features in one culture can be treated like god in another. Sharks are 

an animal that we often think we need protection from. But in Fijian culture sharks are the one 

who protect the people. But I was left wondering what happens when people are attacked? How 

do the Fijian people respond? I picked Stephen’s brain some more to find out.  

“If someone gets bitten by a shark, is it a bad thing?” I asked.  

“It’s a good thing, bro, it’s like a blessing for them”  

“It’s a blessing to be bitten by a shark!?” I asked a little more than surprised.  

“Yeah, bro” Stephen continued. 

“But here in Fiji people are hardly bitten by sharks”. And he’s right. For an island nation quite 

literally surrounded by large predatory sharks, Fiji has very few attacks. In fact, Fiji has only 

had 22 unprovoked attacks since 1848. This is almost half the number of the attacks compared 

to New Zealand, which has had 52 since 1852. I asked Stephen  

“Do you think the Fijian people and the sharks respect each other?” 
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“Yeah that’s right, bro” Stephen responded.  

 

 

Let’s just put this into some perspective. In Australia and New Zealand, humans need 

protection from sharks. In Fiji sharks protect the people. If a shark attacks a human in Australia 

or New Zealand, it’s nationwide news. Sharks are labelled as deadly and dangerous killers. 

There is outcry, emotion and strong public response. In Fiji it’s considered a blessing to be 

attacked. They don’t pin unfair labels onto sharks. But it made me think. Sharks protect the 

people in Fiji, right. But how do they protect the people? Perhaps there is some ancient 

connection and respect between Fijians and sharks that we can’t grasp. Or perhaps it’s simpler 

than that. Perhaps sharks protect the Fijian people the same way sharks protect everyone else 

on Earth, by keeping the ocean healthy, structured and full of fish. The only difference is people 

in Fiji are educated and understand and appreciate the value of sharks to our oceans. I think 

their relationship with sharks is a mixture between ancient culture and factual education. But I 

could be wrong. The point is their relationship works, and it’s an extremely appealing mindset 

to have if you ask me.  

A Bull shark hovers above the viewing platform 
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A grey reef shark cruises over the Shark Reef Marine Reserve 

 

The next day, I woke up to sunlight pounding through my window. It was another scorcher 

outside. Who would have guessed? Birds were singing and insects chirping as I felt butterflies 

slowly enter in my stomach. Today I would dive with sharks. And when I say sharks, I mean 

there was potential to see eight different species. Bull sharks with their incredible size and 

abundance are considered the main attraction, along with grey reefs, whitetip reefs, blacktip 

reefs, tawny nurse, sicklefin lemons, silvertips and on rare occasions, tigers. No cage, no 

repellents, just how it should be done.  

Before my departure from New Zealand I would tell people what I planned on doing in Fiji. 

When they asked if I would be in a cage and I said “no”, their response was always “Really!?” 

Maybe their response was fair, given the fact that tiger sharks and bull sharks are ranked 2 and 

3 in terms of altercations with humans. But the truth is, as I got up and ate my breakfast, I found 

myself more nervous about my camera equipment than anything shark related. After all, I had 

a much higher chance of drowning than being bitten. I did become extremely nervous when 

my 7.45am pick up hadn’t arrived by 8.10am. A short phone call later I learnt that they were 

coming, they were just running late. Fijians run on island time, what can you do.  

Once my tour turned up at BAD my nerves turned to excitement. They are a world-renowned 

diving centre famous for their shark dive and conservation and research projects. The shark 

dive has drawn in people from all over the world. Photographers, shark experts, marine 
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biologists and countless tourists. BAD insists the shark diving operation is of second priority 

to them, with their primary concern being conservation, research and education. And I don’t 

doubt them one bit. They have many important research projects and conservation management 

strategies in progress.  

 

 

 

 

A tawny nurse in Beqa Lagoon 
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A map of the marine national park outlining the protected area. 

 

In April 2004, Shark Reef Marine Reserve was established in the Beqa passage, off the southern 

coast of Pacific Harbour. It was created in a collaborative effort by BAD, the Fiji department 

of fisheries, the Wainiyabia and Galoa villages and the traditional owners of the reef. This was 

Fijis’ first official marine protected area (MPA). The MPA was established with 2 main goals 

in mind. Goal 1 was to ensure the protection and sustainability of the depleting reef. Goal 2 

was ensuring the local village communities’ income was equal to, or greater than what was 

once earned by them from fishing the reef. This was achieved by the Wainiyabia and Galoa 

villages agreeing to give up their rights of fishing the reef in return for 20 Fijian dollars per 

diver, which is deposited into each village’s community bank account monthly. It was initially 

a great success, however after three years of studies by BAD, they realised extending the MPA 

was important to provide protection to the sharks which roamed outside of Shark Reef Marine 

Reserve as any shark which swam outside the MPA boundary was fair game to fishermen. In 

2007 ‘The Shark Corridor’ was established, with Fiji’s first marine national park. Running off 

the southern coast of Fiji’s main island Viti Levu. The Shark Corridor now protects all sharks 

across a 48 km stretch. Since the establishment of Shark Reef Marine Reserve back in 2004, 
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neighbouring, unprotected coral reefs are becoming inhabited by large fish due to spill over. In 

fact, fishermen’s yields have increased significantly on the neighbouring reefs.    

 

When I arrived at BAD headquarters, I was given a piece of paper to sign. I can’t accurately 

remember what it said, but the one line I do remember went something like “These are large 

predatory animals. Their behaviour can be unpredictable”. Another diver and I shared an 

uneasy laugh. We made our way to the gear shed where we were fitted with fins, a buoyancy 

compensator device (BCD), 3 mm full length wetsuit and a mask. The weight belt and tanks 

would be fitted later. The dive masters were extremely time efficient and before I knew it, I sat 

in the boat with about 7 other divers, the sound of engines humming in neutral.  

Pacific Harbour has a network of interconnected rivers running inland from the ocean. We 

launched our boat in the river and cruised out to the ocean. As we slowly made our way down 

the river, Silio, one the dive masters, introduced us to the operation, outlined a map of the reef 

and detailed description of how the dives would take place followed by a health and safety 

briefing. The BAD crew were happy, relaxed and enthusiastic which made everyone on the 

boat more at ease. Once clear of the river, the MV Predator’s twin 150 horsepower outboard 

engines kicked into gear and a short ride later we were anchored up west of Beqa Island. Once 

Silio and Ben did their final checks and fittings of our equipment, we were given a hand to get 

off our seats one by one and we entered the water.  

This was it. Given the morning rush, I had hardly any time to take in and really think about 

what I was about to do. Weirdly, I didn’t feel that nervous. I was excited. It’s not every day 

you go diving with sharks up close and personal, let alone eight species of them. Maybe it was 

the easy going and happy nature of Silio and the other dive masters. Or maybe it’s because I 

knew what was getting myself into. Anything is more frightening when it's unexpected and 

takes you by surprise.  

 

It was my turn to get off the boat. I was helped up, waddled to the entry point, held my mask 

and regulator with my hand, and stepped off. Finally, I was in the untamed waters of the Pacific 

Ocean ready to witness an animal that has peaked my curiosity and admiration for years.  As I 

popped back up to the surface like a cork, I kicked my way over to the other divers. Once 

grouped together, I took my first look down into the beautiful deep blue sea. Can you guess the 

first thing I saw? A shark slowly cruising the ocean floor about 30 m below us. I had no idea 

of the species, but I felt excitement and adrenaline fill every fibre of my body.  
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The first dive was planned to go something like this. Descend 30 m to one of the ‘bull shark 

arenas’ for 15 to 20 minutes. Then ascend up to the reef where we would observe reef sharks 

and conduct our safety stop. We’d spend 15 to 20 minutes there as well. Three of the dive 

masters were our allocated ‘bodyguards’. The bodyguards would be behind us during each 

dive. Their role was to simply look out for us and make sure we were safe. They each had a 

metal pole which was used to fend off any sharks who got a little too close.  

A bull shark patrols Beqa Lagoon 

 

Each dive outing has a marine biologist on board. Ben was the name of the marine biologist on 

our boat, and he would be conducting shark counts during the dives. The sound of deflating 

BCD’s marked the cue for decent. Needless to say, the underwater world was beautiful, 

mesmerizing and pristine. The water was as clean as a whistle, and as we approached the bull 

shark arena 30 m down, the dive masters gestured us to our viewing point. If you were to google 

the average size of a bull shark it will tell you something around 2.4 m, so I knew these sharks 

were going to be big. But not this big! Before I even really got into a comfortable position a 

3.5 m female bull shark cruises past a few meters away. Effortlessly. Beautifully. Peacefully. 

I was stunned by the size and elegance of the shark. It felt like a dream. Remember these sharks 

are fully protected within the shark corridor. They are free to feed and grow to large sizes 
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without the risk of being fished. BAD attracted the sharks towards us by putting tuna heads 

inside a wheelie bin which was then dragged through the arena, past our eyeline on the viewing 

point. It was attached to ropes which the dive masters had a hold of 5 to 10 meters above us. 

The system was unique to say the least, but it worked extremely well.  

Before I could conceivably measure how long we had been down there, we were surrounded 

by (at a guess) 30 large bull sharks circling in and around the arena, waiting for their turn to 

have a go at the wheelie bin. There are some experiences in life which no words in the English 

dictionary can accurately describe. This was one of those experiences for me. In what world 

would you think it’s possible to freely dive with 30 large predatory sharks?   

Once our allocated time was up in the bull shark arena, we made our way up to the coral reef 

where we would see the smaller reef sharks. There was an abundance of reef sharks about. The 

combination of blacktip reefs, whitetip reefs and grey reefs made the reef jam-packed. It was 

an unforgettable sight to witness. The vibrant, rich colours of the pristine reef flourishing with 

all kinds of marine life. But the sharks clearly dominated this ecosystem. The dive masters fed 

these sharks by hand. The grey reef sharks were the largest of the reef species we saw at about 

2.5 m in length, similar to that of smaller bull sharks but the grey reefs had nowhere near the 

girth of the bulls. The grey reefs were also inquisitive, coming in very close to check us out. 

So much so that there were multiple occasions one of the bodyguards had to push away a 

cheeky grey reef shark. By no means were they threatening, but the dive masters didn’t want 

any contact between the sharks and the divers.   

We surfaced. Everyone was ecstatic. I don’t think anyone could quite believe just how 

incredible that first dive was. It had already exceeded all expectations, and we still had another 

dive to go. But the next dive was going to be a little more intense to say the least. Ben, the 

marine biologist on board stood up at the front of the boat and asked if we enjoyed the dive We 

all responded with an overly enthusiastic yes. 

“Good! That was like the warmup dive. During the next dive the bull sharks are going to come 

much closer” said Ben as he brought his hand right up close to his face gesturing how closer 

they would come. We all shared a laugh with a hint of excitement and nerves. How much closer 

can the sharks really get? I thought.  
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A swarm of bull sharks in Beqa Lagoon 

 

We had some time before we got to the next dive, so as we had a drink and a snack, Ben started 

to talk to us about his research and the sharks who reside on the reef.  

“People think sharks are dangerous and say bad things about them. But the truth is they aren’t 

dangerous. Sharks aren’t dangerous, they are peaceful animals” I was happy to hear him say 

that, it’s a statement I can certainly relate to. Ben continued. 

“We have gotten to know many of the bull sharks here by name. They all have different 

personalities and tendencies; we tell them apart by markings or cuts”.  

Ben looked like he had been around the water an age, and no one doubted his knowledge of 

this area. We all continued to listen intently.  

“And why have I been doing this (researching) for the last 16 years?” he asked rhetorically.  

“Because sharks are one of the most overexploited animals in the world. 70 to 100 million 

sharks are caught each year, mostly for their fins”. Having researched sharks in New Zealand 

myself, shark finning is unfortunately a practice I am all too familiar with and it is the main 

cause for the global decline of sharks.  

“Sharks are a good indicator of ocean health. If there are many sharks around you know the 

ocean is healthy because they dominant and structure the ecosystem, and there are many 

sharks here” 

So how are Ben and the team at BAD helping the sharks in Fiji? 

https://www.discoverwildlife.com/animal-facts/fish/what-is-shark-finning-and-why-is-it-a-problem/
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There has been ongoing research and monitoring within shark reef since 2003. BAD began 

gathering counts of fish species to serve as baseline data. The baseline data is used to measure 

the short-term and long-term effects of the MPA. BAD still conduct regular fish counts which 

aim to record any changes to biodiversity. Currently, BAD is involved in a bull shark tagging 

programme. With a mixture of direct observation and tagging, the programme aims to improve 

our understanding of bull shark behaviour and ecology. BAD has also conducted a study that 

looked into the contentious issue of attracting bull sharks with food. There was some concern 

that the bull sharks would learn to associate people with food. Their results revealed that 

individual bull sharks do not permanently reside in shark reef, and that the bull sharks are 

attracted to feeding sites only when food is offered.  

When food is not offered, the bull sharks avoid people and disperse throughout the reef. I 

witnessed this first-hand. During the dives the bull sharks would only appear once the wheelie 

bin was present. When the dive masters exited the arena with the wheelie bin, the sharks 

quickly dispersed and did not show any further interest in us. BAD has been involved with a 

bunch of research papers since the establishment of the marine reserve, mostly regarding bull 

sharks. Ben also told us of other projects that are taking place in the freshwater rivers. Female 

bull sharks swim upstream to freshwater where they give birth in November. In a freshwater 

environment, female bull sharks may have many offspring without the presence of larger 

A Bull makes its way through a crowded arena 

http://fijisharkdive.com/conservation/research-papers/
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predatory fish. So there is research currently going on to identify where the bull shark birth 

sites or nurseries are located. The aim: to establish appropriate protection of these nurseries. 

BAD are also contributing to the mapping of the bull shark’s global genome to see if distinct 

local populations are existing, that would require unique conservation. After all, BAD have a 

near perfect research site in a fully protected environment and they’re certainly utilising it to 

their full advantage. Ideally this is still just the beginning of what will hopefully become the 

most pristine bull shark research site in the world. 

 

A grey reef shark looking to get fed from a BAD dive master 

 

Time for the second dive. As Ben was talking to the group, new tanks were fitted onto our 

BCD’s. As fittings and final safety checks were taking place, the sun disappeared behind some 

menacing dark clouds. Heavy rain started to fall. It was loud too, with each drop creating a 

large splash as it hit the water. There is something nice about being in the ocean when it’s 

raining, feeling the droplets of torrential rain strike onto you. It’s freeing, and is almost the 

one-time rain isn’t a burden. In a way, it set the mood for the next dive that was going to be 

more extreme. The dive plan was much the same as the first. Although we would be visiting a 

different bull shark arena and looking around more areas of the coral reef on ascent. I was 

excited, and I wanted this experience. At the time it seemed an impossible task to top the first 

dive. We deflate our BCD’s and descend 25 m down to the arena.  

Out comes the wheelie bin and in come the bulls. This time we were lying on our stomachs 

looking into the arena due to the higher abundance of sharks we would encounter. The 

bodyguards were poised with their poles behind us. I remember Silio saying, “If a tuna head 

falls in front of your face, please don’t touch it, just let the shark grab it” Is it an odd thing that 
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I wanted that to happen? The wheelie bin starts being dragged back and forth along where we 

were lying, but this time, the sharks were closer, they were bigger and there was more of them. 

Massive bull sharks were swimming in from all angles, many within touching distance. 

Without a word of a lie it was very common for a shark to come within 1 m of me. Any closer 

and we would have had contact. The experience was indescribable. Humans aren’t meant to be 

down there breathing; we aren’t meant to be able to witness their elegance. But there I was, 

lying 25 m down in the Pacific Ocean, 30 to 40 bull sharks in front of my eyes, literally. Tawny 

nurse sharks would make an occasional appearance, but they would be lucky to get a go at the 

tuna heads. Within the swarm of sharks I saw a bull shark take a bite at a tawny nurse shark. 

Not a bite that intended to injure, just a warning bite as if to say, ‘wait your turn’.  

Looking straight into the eyes of a large predatory shark may not be on everyone’s bucket list, 

I get that. But having experienced looking deep into the eyes of a large bull shark, I can tell 

you it’s not like looking death in the eyes. They aren’t black and lifeless. When I locked eyes 

with a bull shark time slowed down. I saw intelligence, calmness and beauty. There was sense 

of charisma and personality behind her eyes. The shark looked at me like it knew exactly what 

I was. It was a special moment, looking into the eyes of perhaps the most feared animal in the 

world. But what is there to fear?  

 
A bull shark makes eye contact 
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There was nothing stopping any one of those sharks biting me, nothing. BAD knew that too. 

No metal pole is going to stop a bull shark from attacking if it so pleased. We were all 

vulnerable to the powerful jaws of those perfect ocean predators. It shows the confidence BAD 

have in the intelligence and peaceful nature of sharks.  

In another striking moment, the largest bull shark of the dive cruised into the arena from behind 

me. It sounds like something out of a shark horror film. A large shark lurking the dark depths 

of the ocean, stalking an unaware person from behind and taking them by surprise. Except this 

wasn’t a film, it was real life. So naturally, the shark showed no interest in me. I didn’t suffer 

a gruesome and bloody death, I suffered from elation and adrenaline. This bull shark may have 

been over 3.5 m in length. She was also pregnant, which made her girth incredibly large. To 

be honest I was shocked by the size of this magnificent animal. The smaller bull sharks fled in 

her presence, size rules out here. I felt the surge and pulse of the water created by the sharks’ 

tail as she swam by me in remarkably close proximity. A feeling I’ll never forget. Her tail filled 

my field of vision, just centimetres away. A big part of me wanted to reach out a short distance 

and brush my hand along its tail, but I resisted as we were instructed not to touch the sharks. 

Respect has to run both ways.  

It was a perfect way to finish our time in the bull shark arena. But I didn’t want to leave. I 

didn’t want to awake from this dream. I can’t complain though, it was time to ascend to the 

reef and admire the reef sharks, the corals and the other marine life. This time we weren’t 

stationary, we were swimming around the reef. This allowed us to see plenty of reef fish, 

stunning corals and even a giant moray eel lurking out of its posy. The giant moray eel may 

well have been the scariest thing I saw that day, I didn’t trust it as much as the sharks. Again, 

the reef was teeming with sharks. Everywhere I looked, left, right, up or down, there was a 

shark. Coral reefs are the most diverse ecosystems on Earth. And it is not until you see one in 

real life that can you appreciate that fact. The small reef community was majestic. Brilliant 

colours, incredibly diverse in life and simply astonishing. Each organism doing what it can to 

survive on the busy reef.  

When we surfaced, the rain had stopped, and the sun was out. It took a fair bit of mental effort 

to get back on the boat. I wanted to stay in the water, I wasn’t ready to leave it behind just yet. 
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I distant blacktip reef shark surveys Shark Reef. 

 

We journeyed back and when the boat docked up in the river signalling the end of the dive, I 

had the pinch myself. Did that really happen? I walked to the beach to take it all in, still buzzing 

with excitement. As I walked along the beach looking for shells an elderly Fijian man named 

Navi sparked up a conversation I’ll never forget. And I hope you don’t either; it says so much 

about how we can live with sharks. He asked me where I was from, then made a reference to 

New Zealand as being cold. I tried to plead New Zealand’ case as ‘not that cold’ but it didn’t 

work.  

 First time in Fiji, bro? What have you been doing?” He asked.  

“Yeah first time, it’s a beautiful country you live in. I actually did the shark dive today” 

“Ah yes, you enjoy the bull sharks?” He asked laughing. He already knew how incomparable 

the dive was. 

“I saw a lot of bull sharks” I laughed. Being the shark lover, I am, I asked him  

“Do you like the sharks?”  

“Yes, the sharks are important to our culture and the ocean” He replied. 

“So, you aren’t sacred of the bull sharks out there?” I pointed out to shark reef, where I was 

earlier.  
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“Sharks are like dogs. When your neighbour’s dog runs up to you to, you pat it. Sharks are the 

same, my friend”. I had never heard sharks being compared to man’s best friend before, so I 

just smiled, nodded in approval with his statement. ‘Sharks are like dogs’, what a quote.  

“The sharks smell fear, bro. If you hurt them, they will hurt you back. But if you love them, 

they will love you back”. Comparing sharks to dogs is compelling, but one should hesitate to 

take this literally. I think the message behinds Navi’s words is respect. But let’s not forget, no 

matter how harmless they may be, they are wild animals with more than enough razor-sharp 

teeth. We should treat sharks with the respect they deserve. For their power, elegance, history 

and their services to ocean health. 

 

A bull shark takes a closer look at divers. 

 

Now back home, I’m convinced you won’t find a dive like this anywhere else in the world. 

Diving with 40 bull sharks without a cage sounds unreal. The viewing was better than I ever 

imagined. The experience is indescribable. And did I mention in the peak season of June you 

can dive with up to 70 bull sharks?  

Looking at these powerful animals up close was nothing short of special. Each intricate detail, 

the smooth movement, the serenity of the sharks. It is something I wish to experience again. 

But the most memorable thing perhaps was the peace and calmness shared between the divers, 

the community and the sharks. There was a sense of respect shared between us and them.  

Despite being 30 m down in the Pacific Ocean, at complete mercy of the immense power of 

my wild surroundings,  I never once felt in danger or felt a sense of panic. Ben was right. Sharks 

are not dangerous animals. They are peaceful. And my time in Fiji only solidified this belief. 

The local’s relationship with sharks is more than appealing; it’s spectacular. The relationship 
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is inspired by education and by culture. It’s not driven by media induced fear which seems to 

be the common global theme. The people in Fiji understand the importance of sharks to ocean 

health and understand the risk of being attacked is miniscule and blown out of proportion. The 

Fijian relationship with sharks is almost the direct opposite to the more common fear focused 

relationship. Navi brilliantly summed up Fiji’s relationship with sharks. They are indeed like 

dogs. And if you love sharks, they will love you back.  

Sharks won’t tell you they love you, but they will show it by keeping our oceans healthy, 

sustaining fisheries and ultimately benefiting mankind. However, the Fijian people do more 

than just talk highly of sharks. They take action. The establishment of the MPA, the shark 

corridor and the extensive research by BAD clearly shows us shark conservation and 

management are top priorities for all of Fiji. The local villages giving up their fishing rights 

have now benefited them greatly. They are catching larger fish and more of them. Fiji’s 

understanding of sharks’ services to ecosystem function is real. They showed me first-hand 

that sharks can be cherished, appreciated and conserved through a mixture education, ancient 

stories, a respectful culture and conservation action. It’s time we stop our unjustified fear 

towards sharks and take a page out of the Fijian book, as they may just hold the solution to 

global shark decline and unjustified terror.  
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